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We derive for generally covariant theories the generic dependency of observables on the original
fields, corresponding to coordinate-dependent gauge fixings. This gauge choice is equivalent to a
choice of intrinsically defined coordinates accomplished with the aid of spacetime scalar fields. With
our approach we make full contact with, and give a new perspective to, the “evolving constants
of motion” program. We are able to directly derive generic properties of observables, especially
their dynamics and their Poisson algebra in terms of Dirac brackets, extending earlier results in the
literature. We also give a new interpretation of the observables as limits of canonical maps.
PACS numbers: 4.20.Fy, 4.60.Ds.
I. INTRODUCTION
Theories with gauge symmetries exhibit a mathemat-
ically redundant description of the same physical set-
ting. Gauge transformations, defined in the space of field
configurations, map solutions of the equations of motion
to other solutions that have the same physical contents.
Generally covariant theories - like general relativity - and
Yang-Mills theories are the most relevant examples of this
type of theories. The concept of observables for these
theories has long been a topic of discussion. We refer for
instance to Bergmann’s particularly insightful treatment
in general relativity [1].
Although there exist different conceptions of observ-
ables in theories with gauge symmetries, everyone in
the community agrees that these are quantities that are
invariant under the respective gauge transformations.
Therefore they are sometimes also called “gauge invari-
ants”, or simply “invariants”. Together with that of “ob-
servables”, this is the terminology that will be employed
here without making any distinction among them. Other
language like “complete observables”, or “Dirac observ-
ables” can be found in the literature1. For generally co-
variant theories observables are identified with those ob-
jects of the theory that are invariant under coordinate
transformations. They may be the classical versions of
quantum observables, although there is no a priori re-
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1 One may even distinguish Dirac from Bergmann observables; see
[2].
lation to quantities that can be measured. In canoni-
cal versions of generally covariant theories - understood
as the first step of canonical quantizations - it is more
or less known from the work of Rosenfeld, Dirac, and
Bergmann that (1) the Hamiltonian is nothing but a sum
of constraints (relations between fields and their canoni-
cally conjugate momenta) defining a surface in the phase
space, (2) the local symmetries are generated by gauge
generators which can be expressed by the constraints and
(3) the observables are those objects which have vanish-
ing Poisson brackets on the constraint surface with the
gauge generators.
In the preceding sentences we were simply referring
to “the constraints”. However, as known from the
Rosenfeld-Dirac-Bergmann algorithm2, one must distin-
guish first and second class constraints as well as var-
ious generations of constraints (primary, secondary,...).
Whereas the notion of “first/second” class is tied to
the Poisson bracket relations among the constraints, the
“generation classification” depends on the stage at which
a given constraint appears when imposing consistency re-
quirements on the equations of motion (EOM).
It is known from the (1+3) ADM-split that in gen-
erally covariant theories the Hamiltonian H0 constraint
and the momentum constraints Ha are secondary first-
2 Although every respectable review of “Constrained Dynamics”
mentions the work of L.Rosenfeld it is not well-known in the
community which results he actually established in 1930, and
which later where re-established especially by Dirac. This will
be elaborated from a history-of-science point of view by one of
the authors (DCS) in a forthcoming publication in Archive for
History of Exact Science. See also [3, 4].
2class constraints. The Hamiltonian of the theory is built
out of these constraints, with the possible addition of
boundary terms, which may be necessary in order for the
Hamiltonian to be a differentiable functional [5]; these
terms have no effect on the dynamics, but they can be
relevant as regards conserved quantities. There are also
primary first-class constraints, namely the vanishing mo-
menta canonically conjugate to the lapse and shift func-
tions. We define as observables those quantities that
have weakly vanishing3 Poisson brackets with all first
class constraints. (This definition is not entirely in agree-
ment with the definition of many others who only require
weakly vanishing Poisson brackets with the secondary
first-class constraints. Both definitions agree if one drops
the lapse and shift functions as canonical fields.)
Ultimately the interest in observables is due to the ne-
cessity of identifying those quantities that can be pre-
dicted from a theory and are subject to measurement.
However, in the presence of phase-space constraints this
identification is not trivial.
In the case of Yang-Mills theories, with internal - i.e.,
non spacetime - gauge symmetries, observables are well
known, and either local like the trace of the curvature 2-
form, or non-local like the Wilson loop. But, to this date,
for generic general relativity no observables are known.
Only for some spacetimes with special asymptotic be-
havior or additional Killing symmetries have observables
been constructed; this includes cosmologies and cylindri-
cal waves. In these cases one has been able to construct
observables with the help of explicit solutions of the re-
spective field equations. Since the work of Torre [6] one
knows that the observables in general are nonlocal, that
is, functionals of the original fields and their derivatives.
Only recently did Dittrich [7] and Thiemann [8] find a
formal expression for these functional invariants in the
generic case, but for canonical variables other than lapse
and shift. We give an interpretation of Dittrich’s and
Thiemann’s expressions in terms of gauge choices and
intrinsic coordinates, where everything is based on the
original diffeomorphism symmetry of general relativity.
This geometric and physical route towards the observ-
ables furthermore permits us to display some interesting
properties of the functional invariants. In addition to the
authors referred to above, we must mention the work by
Lusanna and Pauri [2]. They analyze the notion of ob-
servable, among other issues, from a somewhat different
perspective.
This article is written in the spirit of previous work
[9, 10, 11] essentially dealing with a deeper understanding
of the fate of the diffeomorphism group in the phase space
formulation of generally covariant theories.
In these articles [9, 10, 11] it was stressed that
• there is a maximal subgroup of the field-dependent
3 In Dirac’s notation, “weakly vanishing” means vanishing on the
constraint surface.
diffeomorphism group that can be realized as
canonical transformations in phase space. This
subgroup of “diffeomorphism-induced” transforma-
tions can be characterized by asking for Legendre
projectability between the configuration-velocity
and the phase space of the theory.
• the lapse and the shift functions are not arbitrary
Lagrange multipliers in the Dirac Hamiltonian, but
are canonical field variables. Otherwise one is not
able to realize the full group of 4-dimensional dif-
feomorphisms in phase space. It is true, though,
that the dynamics will relate the lapse and the shift
variables with the time derivatives of the Lagrange
multipliers associated with the primary constraints.
• a specific combination of all first class constraints
constitutes the generator of the diffeomorphism-
induced transformations on the original phase
space. The Hamiltonian and momentum con-
straints only generate transformations in a reduced
phase space - where the lapse and shift are turned
into Lagrange multipliers whereas their canonical
momenta (the primary constraints) are eliminated
- and they are no longer related to the original four-
dimensional diffeomorphism group that included
transformations of the coordinate time.
• time evolution in the phase space of generally co-
variant theories is distinguished from gauge trans-
formations. On the other hand, projectability is-
sues prevent the gauge group from containing time
translations as a subgroup, in the sense that an el-
ement of the former group effects the same time
translation on all solution trajectories.
• the observables may depend on the coordinate time
of any observer, which may be quite arbitrary.
Thus they are not necessarily constants of motion,
although constants of motion can be extracted form
them.
• from the perpective of gauge fixing methods, ob-
servables are nothing other than the full set of
dynamical variables evaluated in an appropriately
chosen intrinsic coordinate system. Equivalently,
they may be obtained through a symmetry gauge
transformation to the intrinsic coordinate system.
Notice that many of these findings are correlated by
simply requiring Legendre-projectabiliy. We also point
out that some of them undermine folklore in the canon-
ical gravity community. In this paper we will elucidate
further the final bulleted point, and we will compare with
other procedures for the construction of observables that
can be found in the literature.
Most of our results are proven to be valid locally. We
do not address global issues in this article. Although we
could asssume for the sake of simplicity that the space-
time is spatially compact without boundary this is not
3really relevant; we do not expect that the local construc-
tion of observables is changed by the topology of space-
time or by possible extra terms in the Hamiltonian that
appear, e.g., due to spatial non-compactness. Of course,
as is always the case in canonical gravity we consider only
globally hyperbolic spacetimes that admit a (3+1) split.
This article largely expands and gives complete proofs
of some results that have been advanced in [12]. In
Section II we describe two alternative but related pro-
cedures for constructing observables. These procedures
start from gauge-fixing conditions that explicitly depend
on the coordinates in such a way that the gauge choice
is equivalent to a choice of intrinsic coordinates. Both
procedures amount to sending a point p in the space of
field configurations, representing a solution of the field
equations, to a point p
G
where the gauge conditions are
fulfilled. An extended subsection II B describes the first
procedure in which observables are constructed through
active gauge transformations. This procedure delivers an
expression for the transformed field that can be solved
explicitly for a set of functions that determine the finite
transformation. These so-called “descriptor” functions
depend on phase space variables. Thus we are able to
characterize all observables as functional invariants in a
generic manner that, to the best of our knowledge, was
not previously known . We find that every field - includ-
ing the lapse and the shift - has an associated observable,
as well as any functional combination of fields. Further-
more we are able to state the equations of motion of
the invariants - negating claims in the literature that in-
variants are constants of motion. The second procedure,
described in II C, amounts to considering a passive coor-
dinate transformation from p to p
G
. We establish the gen-
eral relation between the active canonical gauge transfor-
mations and the corresponding passive coordinate trans-
formation. This latter transformation is none other than
the transformation to intrinsic coordinates taking into
account the geometric character of each field.
We should mention here that our usage of “passive”
and “active” transformations conforms with that in the
community, described in e.g. [13], [35]. That is, pas-
sive diffeomorphism are always understood as coordinate
transformations, whereas an active diffeomorphism is a
mapping of a manifold to itself that induces pull-backs of
the tensor-fields of the manifold. Although mathemati-
cally distinct - and we will make this distinction also in
Appendix A - in many cases they can be made to be two
sides of the same coin. The relation of passive and active
transformations to each other, to dynamical symmetries
of the Einstein field equations and to gauge transforma-
tions is treated in [2].
In Section III we examine some properties of the ob-
servables that can be derived from their definition, re-
gardless of their specific construction in a given theory.
We show that they exhibit a natural dependence on the
time coordinate - the time coordinate of the correspond-
ing observer, which, in the case that the observer sits at
pG, is the intrinsic time and that their Hamiltonian dy-
namics is in agreement with the dynamics of the gauge
fixed fields at p
G
. We also show that one can extract
constants of motion - and Noether generators - with no
explicit time dependence out of the invariants. We con-
nect our findings with the notion of “evolving constants
of motion” [14, 15, 16].
In III B we give a simple geometric proof that the Pois-
son bracket of the invariants associated with two given
fields turns out to be the invariant associated with the
Dirac bracket of these fields. This can be understood
as giving a symmetry-based interpretation of a proof by
Thiemann[8] based on a formal series expansion. Fur-
thermore our proof also includes the lapse and the shift
functions.
In III C it is shown that the functional invariants can
also - rather intriguingly - be understood as limits of
canonical maps. This provides an alternative route to
the results in section III B.
Our main results are summarized in the concluding
section, where we interpret our findings in the light of re-
lated work on observables in generally covariant theories.
We devote Appendix A to a more detailed considera-
tion of those points where, as a consequence of our belief
in the central role of diffeomorphisms in phase space, our
ideas deviate from the opinions of others in the canonical
gravity community. In the form of a dialogue, we treat
amongst others the issues of gauge transformations and
gauge generators, and the different roles of gauge gener-
ators and the Hamiltonian. In Appendix B we prove a
lemma about appropriately redefined constraints. This
proof is a reelaboration of an earlier proof by Thiemann
[8], in which he investigated specific linear combinations
of the secondary first-class constraints with the property
that the new constraints have strongly vanishing Poisson
brackets. This technical trick significantly facilitated the
explicit construction of observables as well as clarifying
relations between Poisson and Dirac brackets of observ-
ables.
II. CONSTRUCTING OBSERVABLES
THROUGH COORDINATE DEPENDENT
GAUGE FIXINGS
We recall [9] that the Legendre-projectable infinitesi-
mal passive coordinate transformations are of the form
x˜µ = xµ − [nµ(x)ξ0(x; gab)− δ
µ
a ξ
a(x; gab)]∆s, (1)
(∆s is the infinitesimal parameter associated with the
transformation.) This decomposition was employed by
Bergmann and Komar in [17] in their endeavour to con-
nect the diffeomorphism group of general relativity with
the algebra of constraints obtained in its canonical for-
mulation, though they did not recognize that it followed
from the requirement of projectability. The generator of
the corresponding active canonical phase space transfor-
mation is
Gξ(t) = Pµξ˙
µ + (Hµ +N
ρCνµρPν)ξ
µ. (2)
4(Repeated indices signify both a sum over the discrete
index and a 3-dimensional integration over the spatial
coordinates, unless otherwise noted. Different indices
correspond to different coordinates.) In this expression
N0 := N is the lapse, and the Na are the shift. The
P0 and Pa are their conjugate momenta. They van-
ish as primary first class constraints. The normal to
the fixed coordinate time t = constant hypersurface is
nµ = {N−1,−N−1Na}. The Hµ are the secondary con-
straints that result from the preservation under time evo-
lution of the primary constraints Pµ ≈ 0. The C
ν
µρ are the
structure coefficients in the algebra of the Hµ under the
Poisson bracket. The descriptors ξµ are arbitrary func-
tions of the spacetime coordinates as well as the fields
other than the lapse and shift. ξ˙µ is the time derivative
of the descriptors, which includes, in the case when ξµ
depend on fields, the implicit time dependence for these
fields as given by the dynamics. Gξ(t) acts at a single
time t. In order to produce the full infinitesimal action
of an element of the gauge group we need to specify the
descriptors ξµ for all values of the coordinate t.
A. Spacetime scalars as intrinsic coordinates
The coordinate dependent gauge fixing program that
we will implement consists in using an appropriate set
of four independent scalar field functions Xµ in a given
spacetime and then taking them as an“intrinsic” sys-
tem of coordinates. This implies that the program is
only feasible for backgrounds admitting a scalar coor-
dinatization4. One possibility is to employ functions of
Weyl scalars that are obtained from the Weyl conformal
tensor[25]. This option is also in principle available in
non-vaccum spacetimes with material field sources[10].
However, one must be aware that in spacetimes with
some Killing symmetries, it is likely that these scalars
will not be independent and functions of them could not
then play the role of an intrinsic coordinatization. Let us
review here a variation of the proof given in [10] that the
intrinsic coordinate fields must be spacetime scalars. We
interpret a choice of intrinsic coordinates Xµ(x)as a co-
ordinate transformation from the coordinates xµ to Xµ.
Suppose that instead of starting with coordinates xµ we
start instead with coordinates fµ(x) before transforming
to the intrinsic coordinate system Xf (f(x)). Then the
demand of invariance under the passage from xµ to fµ(x)
is the demand that the coordinate transformation from
Xµ to Xµf must be the identity transformation, i.e., in-
variance is precisely the demand thatXµ(x) = Xµf (f(x)).
This is the condition that Xµ(x) is a spacetime scalar.
The idea of using a set of four scalars can be traced
back to Einstein’s hole argument that spacetime points
4 That our real world admits such coordinatizations, at least in a
spacetime region, is shown in particular in [18].
can only be defined and distinguished by values of phys-
ical fields or positions of physical objects, [19], and has
been stressed in [1], [20],[21], [22],[23]. One either needs
external reference objects like dust [24] or GPS satellites
[18], or one identifies internal scalars, like in the Weyl-
scalar program initiated by Komar and Bergmann, [25],
[1].
B. Constructing observables through active gauge
transformations
The gauge fixing conditions have the form
χµ(x) := xµ −Xµ(x) = 0. (3)
Notice that this gauge-fixing condition is explicitly coor-
dinate dependent. This coordinate dependence is manda-
tory and indeed, cf. [9, 26, 27] one can formally prove
that this is the manner in which one guarantees that the
resulting dynamical evolution is never “frozen”.
For most of our considerations, the arena will be the
space S of on-shell field configurations, i.e., fields obey-
ing the equations of motion. This space is a subset of the
much bigger space of general field configurations. An in-
finitesimal gauge transfomation acts on this bigger space
with the ordinary Poisson bracket, and its action can be
restricted to S because the generators of gauge transfor-
mations define an action which is tangent to S. This
means that we do not need to know the off-shell exten-
sion of the on-shell field configurations for the action of
the gauge generators to be well defined on S. A point
p in S is in fact an entire spacetime with the fields -
solution of the EOM - described in a particular coor-
dinatization. For practical purposes, though, it will be
enough to work in a coordinate patch of a given chart.
To every point p there is associated an ”observer”, or
”user”, who is using such a coordinatization to describe
the fields in spacetime. In particular the time coordinate
is a label for a foliation of the spacetime into spacelike
hypersurfaces - at least in a region of it. The gauge gen-
erators, acting through the Poisson brackets, are used to
construct finite gauge transformations, realizing active
diffeomorphism-induced transformations at a fixed value
of the spacetime coordinates. These gauge transforma-
tions define equivalence classes within S, which we call
orbits of gauge equivalent spacetimes, or gauge orbits for
short. A whole gauge orbit represents a unique physi-
cal state5, and its different points correspond to different
coordinatizations. One can pass from one coordinatiza-
tion to another by a passive diffeomorphism. This gauge
transformation is however not a dynamical evolution (cf.
5 Possible different understandings - and misunderstandings - of
what a physical state is are dealt with in appendix A
5appendix A6) because whereas a gauge transformation -
different from the identity - maps a point p into a differ-
ent point p′, the dynamical evolution takes place entirely
within every point p in S - because every point represents
a solution of the EOM.
Consider the point p in S and let the fields at p be
Xµ(x),ΦA(x), whereXµ(x) are the set of selected scalars
and ΦA(x) denote all the remaining fields or field compo-
nents. There should7 exist a finite gauge transformation
that moves this point p in the gauge orbit to the unique
point, p
G
, that satisfies the gauge fixing constraints (3).
We will also assume a trivial topology for the orbit space
- or at least in the region in which we will work - so that
a diffeomorphism-induced transformation connected with
the identity will suffice. Therefore a finite gauge trans-
formation accomplishing our purpose has the form [10]
Vξ(s, t) = exp (s{−, Gξ(t)}) ,
with a given set of finite descriptors ξµ. The parameter s
labels a trajectory within the gauge orbit. By convention
we will assume that at s = 1 we reach the point p
G
in the
orbit where the gauge fixing constraints are satisfied. In
particular, if we consider the scalars Xµ(x), we will have
Xµ(x) → Xˆµ(x, s) = exp (s{−, Gξ(t)})X
µ(x)
= Xµ(x) + s{Xµ(x), Gξ(t)}
+
s2
2
{{Xµ(x), Gξ(t)}, Gξ(t)} + · · · , (4)
and the gauge fixing requirement is Xˆµ(x, 1) =: Xˆµ(x) =
xµ. (Henceforth “hatted’ variables denote variables sat-
isfying the gauge fixing conditions.) This is an equation
that determines the descriptors ξ(x), and we will obtain
a unique solution for them in section II B 1. Thus, to any
point p in some gauge orbit in S we associate a system
of descriptors. Once the descriptors are determined we
can proceed to apply the gauge transformation to all the
remaining fields,
ΦˆA = exp ({−, Gξ})Φ
A =: FΦA [X,Φ; ξ] . (5)
1. Solving for the descriptors
Let us now solve for the descriptors ξµ required in (5).
For this purpose it will be convenient to work with the lin-
ear combination of secondary first class constraints that
6 In appendix A we review the differences between Bergmann’s
and Dirac’s approaches to gauge transformations, and the con-
sequences thereof. The incompleteness of Dirac’s view in [28] is
analyzed in [29]
7 If the chosen set of scalars allows for a good coordinatization
of the spacetime, no Gribov ambiguitites can appear. Let us
notice, though, that our considerations are local, and that we
can restrict ourselves to a region of the spacetime where the
scalar coordinatization works well.
has been introduced by Henneaux and Teitelboim [30]
and further exploited by Dittrich [7] and Thiemann [8].
We set, at the fixed coordinate time t,
Aµν′ := {X
µ,Hν′} , (6)
with inverse Bαβ′ , i.e., B
α
β′A
β′
ν′′ = δ
α
ν′′ . (Here we in-
troduce the convention that primed indices represent
evaluation at primed spatial coordinates, and δµν′ :=
δµν δ
3(x− x′).) We define
Hµ := B
α′
µHα′ , (7)
and then rewrite ξµHµ = ξ
µ
Hµ, where ξ
µ
= Aµν′ξ
ν′ .
Notice that therefore
{
Xµ,Hν′
}
≈ Bα
′′
ν′A
µ
α′′ = δ
µ
ν′ , (8)
where the weak equality signifies that terms proportional
to Hµ have been dropped, or in other words, we evaluate
on the original first class constrained hypersurface 8. Of
course the change from the original Hµ to their linear
combination Hν according to (7) is only possible locally.
We will assume that the lapse and shift are not involved
in the construction of the scalar fields Xµ(x). In this
case only the H contribution to the generator Gξ in (2)
is relevant. Thus the gauge transformed scalar fields,
transformed to p
G
, are
Xˆµ(x) = xµ = exp
(
{−, ξ
ν′
Hν′}
)
Xµ(x) ≈ Xµ(x) + ξ
µ
,
(9)
and we can therefore solve on shell for
ξ
µ
[X(x); x] = xµ −Xµ(x) =: χµ(x) , (10)
where χµ are the gauge fixing constraints introduced in
(3).
Although we have obtained a simple closed-form for
functionals associated with the descriptors in the basis
Hν for the Hamiltonian constraints, the construction of
Hν can of course be difficult in practice due to the need
to invert the matrix Aµν′ . But we will nevertheless be
able to prove some interesting formal results in section
III.
2. The observables associated with fields other than the
lapse and shift
We are now in the position to derive an expression for
the observables in terms of the gauge fixing conditions.
8 An outcome of the construction is that {Hµ ,Hν} is strongly
vanishing, instead of weakly vanishing. This result is derived in
[8]. We give an alternative symmetry-based proof in appendix
B.
6It is methodologically convenient to first consider the ob-
servables associated with fields other than the lapse and
shift. This means that the on shell action of the gauge
generator (2) is given just by Hµξ
µ. Thus throughout
this section, the fields ΦA do not include the lapse and
shift. In subsection II B 3 this restriction is lifted. We
keep working with the basis Hν for the Hamiltonian con-
straints, and to make the following considerations easier
to follow we temporarily attach a subscript p to the argu-
ments of the functionals in (5), signifying that they refer
to the point p in the gauge orbit,
ΦˆA = exp
(
{−, Gξp}
)
ΦAp =: FΦA [Xp,Φp; ξp] , (11)
where ξp are taken as functions of the spacetime co-
ordinates only, whose determination at p is given by
χµp = x
µ−Xµp (x). Of course, had we started with another
point p′ in the gauge orbit, we would have written
ΦˆA = FΦA [Xp′ ,Φp′ ; ξp′ ] ,
with the same functional form, because it is the same
gauge transformation, see (5), with another set of de-
scriptors. So we have
FΦA [Xp,Φp; ξp] = FΦA [Xp′ ,Φp′ ; ξp′ ] . (12)
Notice that, since they are determined by the field config-
urations Xp, the descriptors used to send these field con-
figurations at p to their expressions Xˆ =: Xp
G
, Φˆ =: Φp
G
,
at p
G
are functionals of Xp. One can then write
9, gener-
ically, ξ
µ
p (x) = χ
µ
p (x) = x
µ −Xµp (x), and define the new
functionals
IΦA [Xp,Φp; x] := FΦA [Xp,Φp; ξ
µ
p ]
∣∣
ξp=χp
. (13)
It is important to understand that the same functionals
χµ work for any point p, because p is a generic point in
the gauge orbit. That is, for another point p′, we will
have ξ
µ
p′(x) = χ
µ
p′(x) = x
µ −Xµp′(x). Thus, using (12),
IΦA [Xp,Φp; x] = FΦA [Xp,Φp; ξ
µ
p ]
∣∣
ξp=χp
= FΦA [Xp′ ,Φp′ ; ξ
µ
p′ ]
∣∣
ξ
p′
=χ
p′
= IΦA [Xp′ ,Φp′ ; x] . (14)
Equation (14) expresses the invariance of the function-
als IΦA . These functionals are observables. In terms of
infinitesimal transformations the invariance (14) reads
{IΦA , Gη} ≈ 0 , (15)
9 We assume - and it will prove crucial for the procedure to suc-
ceed - that the functionals ξµ may carry explicit dependencies
on the spacetime coordinates xµ. Remember that when we move
from point to point, p → p′ in the gauge orbit through an ac-
tive diffeomorphism-induced transformation, the spacetime co-
ordinates do not change.
for arbitrary descriptors η in G. Due to this arbitrariness
and the generic form (2), (15) is equivalent to
{IΦA ,Hµ} ≈ 0, {IΦA ,Pµ} ≈ 0,
and these are the defining conditions for observables. Ob-
serve that since {−, Gη} is tangent to the gauge orbit,
the variations of the fields in the functional IΦA in (15)
are always along the gauge orbit, and thus we need only
information of the functionals on shell to be able to com-
pute (15).
A subtlety not to be overlooked in the definition (13)
is the following: the substitution of the descriptors ξp by
the gauge fixing constraints (which do not vanish in p 6=
p
G
) is made after the functional FΦA has been computed
with a descriptor that has no dependence on the fields;
or to say it in another way, the descriptors used in (11)
have vanishing Poisson brackets with all the fields. More
on this will be said in section III C.
At this point, some further comments are in order.
First, it is worth noticing that the invariants IΦA will in
general be non-local as regards the spatial coordinates,
due to the nesting of commutators in the expansion of
the functionals in terms of the fields and their space
derivatives; we encounter here a result first obtained by
Torre in [6]. Second, citing in advance a result from the
following section, there is an invariant associated with
any field, including lapse and shift. Third, the method
above can also be used to define invariants associated
with any functional of the fields. And fourth, the ob-
servables IΦA can be interpreted in two equivalent ways.
On one hand, an observer with an on-shell field configu-
ration at p has a prescription ΦA → IΦA for associating
an invariant with any field, and she knows that the de-
scription of her solution provided by the invariants will
coincide with that of any other observer that uses the
same recipe to obtain the invariants, but she always re-
mains at p. On the other hand, if such an observer de-
cides to use these functionals in order to work with the
new fields ΦˆA := IΦA [Xp,Φp; x], then this means that
she has been able to obtain, with the redefiniton of the
fields ΦA → ΦˆA the description of the observer at p
G
,
just reflecting the active view of diffeomorphism trans-
formations. Notice that as long as she decides to work
with the new fields ΦˆA - the observables - as the fields
of her spacetime, everything in her new description is as
if her original coordinates played the role of the intrisinc
coordinates. We comment on the complementary passive
view in subsection II C.
With the explicit solution (10) for the descriptors, the
7expansion of the invariant IΦA in (13) becomes
IΦA ≈ exp
(
{−, ξ
ν
Hν}
)
ΦA∣∣
ξ=χ
= ΦA + χµ{ΦA, Hµ}
+
1
2!
χµχν{{ΦA, Hµ}, Hν}
+
1
3!
χµχνχρ{{{ΦA, Hµ}, Hν}, Hρ}+ . . .
=:
∞∑
n=0
1
n!
χn{Φ, H}(n) . (16)
(In the last line we have adopted a simplifying nota-
tion where indices in χ saturate with indices of H and
{Φ, H}(n) is interpreted as the repeated nesting of n Pois-
son brackets with H in the right hand side). With differ-
ent notation, this expression appeared in the literature in
[8] as his equation (2.8)and in [7] as her equation (5.23).
Here we have arrived at (16) by a symmetry-inspired pro-
cedure, as the effect of the finite gauge transformation
that sends p to p
G
. This specific gauge transformation is
determined once the set of scalar fields associated with
the gauge fixing has been selected. An advantage of the
present formulation is that one can send all the fields
from p to p
G
, and this includes the lapse and shift. In
this general case one must use the full gauge generator
(2) and it is worked out in section II B 3.
The gauge invariance of (16) is guaranteed by the con-
struction procedure, as long as the series expansion is
convergent, which is expected at least in a neigborhood
of p
G
. Note notwithstanding that one can directly verify
the gauge invariance of IΦA by checking the vanishing
on shell of {IΦA , Hµ} with use of the on shell expan-
sion (16). It is crucial in this respect, as noticed already
in [8], that the Poisson brackets of the constraints Hµ
among themselves are quadratic in the constraints (see
Appendix B). One can proceed as follows. Let us define
B(n)
Φ
:= χn{Φ, H}(n) ,
with B(0)
Φ
= Φ. Then
{B(n)
Φ
, H} ≈ −nB(n−1)
{Φ,H}
+B(n)
{Φ,H}
, (17)
from which,
{IΦ,Hµ} = {
∞∑
n=0
1
n!
B(n)
Φ
, Hµ}
≈ −
∞∑
n=1
1
(n− 1)!
B(n−1)
{Φ,H}
+
∞∑
n=0
1
n!
B(n)
{Φ,H}
= 0 . (18)
It is worth noticing that the proof of invariance given
above does not depend of the fact that the gauge fixing
constraints χµ are made up with scalar fields Xµ. If,
instead of using the scalar fields Xµ in the process to
define the basis Hµ for the Hamiltonian constraints, one
uses another set of fields - or field components -, the proof
of invariance remains intact.
On the other hand, if non-scalars were used for the
gauge fixing, it is very likely that Gribov ambiguities will
appear. Suppose for instance that the gauge fixing were
implemented with a vector Jµ(x), so one should make a
change of coordinates x → xˆ such that xˆµ − Jˆµ(xˆ) = 0.
Considering the rules to transform a vector under dif-
feomorphisms: Jµ(x) → Jˆν(xˆ) = Jµ(x) ∂xˆ
ν
∂xµ
, one should
look for a transformation realizing Jˆν(xˆ) = xˆν .
Since the intrinsic vector field is ~J = Jµ(x) ∂
∂xµ
, the
equation to obtain the intrinsic coordinates is nothing
but ~J xˆν(x) = xˆν(x). Thus we look for four eigenfunc-
tions of ~J with unit eigenvalue.
If we have four such eigenfunctions fµ(x), ~J fν = fν ,
any linear numerical matrix A will introduce an ambigu-
ity fµ → f˜µ = Aµνf
ν .
As argued at the beginning of section II A, a proper
gauge fixing needs to be performed with spacetime
scalars, and we will maintain this requirement through-
out.
3. Observables associated with fields including lapse and
shift
Here we extend the results of the previous section to in-
clude the observables associated with the lapse and shift
fields.
Recall that the gauge generator (2) is,
Gξ(t) = Pµξ˙
µ + (Hµ +N
ρCνµρPν)ξ
µ ,
where the descriptors ξµ are arbitrary functions which
may depend of course on the coordinates but also on the
fields other than lapse and shift. ξ˙µ is read as
ξ˙µ =
d
d t
ξµ =
∂
∂t
ξµ +Nρ{ξµ ,Hρ} ,
so that the explicit dependence on the time parameter
is accounted for in the first term whereas in the second
term the implicit time dependence through the fields is
reflected through their own dynamics.
When all fields are considered, one must observe that
the gauge fixing constraints χµ = xµ −Xµ =: χ(1)µ have
secondary descendants:
d
d t
χµ = δµ0 −N
ρ{Xµ ,Hρ} ,
and thus the lapse and shift become determined by the
secondary gauge fixing constraints
χ(2)µ := δµ0 −A
µ
ρN
ρ ≈ 0 , (19)
Preservation of these constraints in time leads to the de-
termination of the arbitrary functions in the Dirac Hamil-
tonian and the gauge is completely fixed. Note that, by
8definition, it is only at p
G
that these gauge fixing con-
straints are satisfied.
Now we follow the same steps taken in II B 1, but with
the number of constraints doubled. Our 8 gauge fixing
constraints χ(i)µ = (χµ, χ˙µ) can be used to change the
basis of the 8 first class constraints, ζ(j)ν = (Hν , Pν) to
another basis ζ(j)ν = (Hν , P ν) so that {χ
(i)µ, ζ(j)ν} ≈
−δijδ
µ
ν . These new ζ(i)µ will have strongly (instead of
weakly) vanishing Poisson brackets among themselves at
any point p in the gauge orbit. This setting is convenient
because it makes possible an easy determination of the
descriptors associated with the specific gauge transfor-
mation that sends the field configurations at p to their
corresponding fields at p
G
.
The matrix of the gauge fixing constraints with the
first class constraints,
{χ(i)µ, ζ(j)ν} =
(
−Aµν 0
−{Aµλ, Hν}N
λ −Aµν
)
,
has the inverse
Miµ jν := ({χ
(i)µ, ζjν})
−1
=
(
−Bµν 0
B
µ
λB
ρ
νN
σ{Aλσ,Hρ} −B
ν
ν
)
,
(where Bµρ was defined before, see II B 1, as the inverse
matrix of Aµρ := {X
µ ,Hρ}) and defines the new basis of
first class constraints as ζ(j)ν = −M
iµ
jνζiµ. We obtain
Pµ = B
ρ
µPρ ,
and
Hν = B
ρ
ν
(
Hρ − B
µ
λN
σ{Aλσ, Hρ}Pµ
)
.
As a consequence, to express the gauge generator in the
new basis we need to implement
Pµ = A
ρ
µP ρ , Hρ = A
ν
ρHν + B
µ
λN
σ{Aλσ, Hρ}Pµ .
With these substitutions, the gauge generator (2) be-
comes
Gξ(t) = A
ν
µP ν ξ˙
µ +
(
AνµHν + B
λ
ρN
σ{Aρσ, Hµ}Pλ
+ NσCλµσPλ
)
ξµ . (20)
Now we may consider the special case when ξσ is such
that ξ
ν
:= Aνσξ
σ is field independent. We have
ξ˙µ =
d
d t
(Bµσξ
σ
) = {Bµσ, N
λHλ}ξ
σ
+ Bµσ
˙
ξ
σ
,
and the gauge generator becomes
Gξ(t) = P ν
˙
ξ
ν
+Hνξ
ν
+ PµN
σSµρσξ
ρ
, (21)
where Sµρσ is defined as
Sµρσ = {B
µ
ρ, Hσ}+ B
ν
ρB
µ
γ{A
γ
σ, Hν}+ B
ν
ρC
µ
νσ . (22)
But Sµρσ is just a constraint, in fact a linear combination
of the Hamiltonian constraints. To see this let us use the
fact that the matricesA, B, (with discrete and continuous
indices as well) are inverses to each other. We obtain
AβµA
ρ
αS
µ
ρσ = −{A
β
α, Hσ}+ {A
β
σ, Hα}+ C
µ
ασA
β
µ ,
which, using the definition (6) of Aβµ, becomes
AβµA
ρ
αS
µ
ρσ = −{X
β, {Hα, Hσ}}+ C
µ
ασ{X
β, Hµ}
= −{Xβ, Cµασ}Hµ , (23)
which proves our assertion. The gauge generator in the
new basis is therefore Gξ(t) = P ν
˙
ξ
ν
+ Hνξ
ν
+ O(2) ,
where by O(2) we mean terms that are quadratic in the
constraints. Since we always work on shell, this last term
is irrelevant and we discard it, obtaining a very simple
expression for the gauge generator in the new basis,
Gξ(t) = P ν
˙
ξ
ν
+Hνξ
ν
. (24)
Finally, imposing the usual condition:
exp({−, Gξ})X
µ = Xˆµ = xµ, we can determine
the descriptors that must be employed to transform
from p to p
G
. Their functional form on shell is
ξ
σ
→ χσ = xσ −Xσ ,
˙
ξ
σ
→ χ˙σ = δσ0 −N
νAσν , .
Thus for any field, including lapse and shift, the in-
variants are defined as in section II B 2 but with the full
gauge generator Gξ given in (24) and with the substitu-
tions for the descriptors implemented after the action of
the gauge generator, as prescribed above.
C. Passive coordinate transformation from p to pG
There must exist passive coordinate transformations
that correspond to the active transformation to the gauge
fixed point p
G
on the gauge orbit, and we can easily find
them. Let us suppose that this passive transformation
takes the functional form xˆµ = fµ(x). Since by assump-
tion Xµ(x) transforms as a spacetime scalar under this
transformation, we have Xˆµ(xˆ) = Xµ(x), so that the
transformed fields at the original coordinate location xµ
are Xˆµ(x) = xµ = Xµ
(
f−1(x)
)
. Equivalently
fµ(x) = Xµ(x). (25)
In other words, and this is one of our key observations,
the performance of the gauge transformation - active
view - to the solutions satisfying the gauge conditions
is equivalent to the performance of a coordinate trans-
formation - passive view - from the original coordinate
system to intrinsic coordinates. Every dynamical field
evaluated in this intrinsic coordinate system will there-
fore be an invariant under diffeomorphism-induced gauge
transformations, and this includes the lapse and shift.
9Considering in particular the case of a scalar field Ψ,
as described by the user sitting at p, the prescription dic-
tated by the passive coordinate transformation is Ψˆ(x) =
Ψ(X−1(x)) or, equivalently, Ψp
G
(x) = Ψp(X
−1(x)). In
the case of other, non-scalar, fields, they transform ac-
cording to their geometric properties. These observables
may be displayed as power series in the coordinates xµ in
the following manner. Repeated derivatives of the iden-
tities X−1µ(X(x)) = xµ followed by substitution of the
Hamiltonian equations of motion will yield a Taylor ex-
pansion in xµ with coefficients ∂
k0+···+k3X−1
∂(x0)k0 ···∂(x3)k3
evaluated
at xµ = Xµ. The resulting expansions can be obtained in
a more efficient manner through active transformations,
as we now show.
III. PROPERTIES OF THE OBSERVABLES
A. Dynamics of the observables
1. The equations of motion for the invariants IΦ
The explicit dependence on time - through the deter-
mination of the descriptors (10) - makes the observables
(16) time dependent; the implicit dependence is canceled
due to the invariance {IΦ, H} ≈ 0. Considering fields Φ
other than lapse and shift (for which the following con-
siderations can be extended appropriately),
d
d t
IΦ =
∂
∂ t
IΦ + {IΦ, N
µHµ} ≈
∂
∂ t
IΦ
≈ {Φ, H0}+
1
2
(
χ0χν{{Φ, H0}, Hν}
+ χµχ0{{Φ, Hµ}, H0}
)
+ · · ·
≈
∞∑
n=0
1
n!
χn{{Φ, H0}, H}(n) = I{Φ,H0} ,(26)
where in the second line we have used the strong vanish-
ing of the Poisson brackets of the H¯, cf. Appendix B.
Thus the equations of motion for the invariants are
d
d t
IΦ ≈ I{Φ,H0} . (27)
The appearance of H0 in (27) might come as a sur-
prise, but it is exacty what is needed in order for the
fields at p
G
to satisfy the equations of motion. In fact,
starting at any point p in S, the invariants produce the
corresponding fields at p
G
: IΦ[Xp,Φp; x] = Φp
G
, and
I{Φ,H0}[Xp,Φp; x] = {Φ, H0}pG
. On the other hand,
from (7) we know that H0 = B
µ
0Hµ. Also, at pG , the dy-
namical stabilization of the gauge fixing constraints in-
troduces the new constraints (19),which may be written
as
Nµ − Bµ0 ≈ 0 , (28)
thus fixing the values of lapse and shift in terms of
other fields. Note then that, when computed at p
G
,
H0 ≡ N
µHµ, where we use Dirac’s strong equality sym-
bol, defined in Appendix B. Thus, the content of (27) is
just
d
d t
Φp
G
≈ {Φ, NµHµ}p
G
, (29)
which is nothing but the equations of motion for the fields
- other than lapse and shift - at p
G
! This result can be
extended for the lapse and shift fields by using techniques
described in section II B 3.
This fact that observables are time dependent, already
stressed in [10], contradicts claims of standard lore as-
serting that observables are compelled to be constants of
motion because they have vanishing Poisson bracket with
the generator of time evolution. The simple mistake in
this claim is that it doesn’t take into account the com-
pulsory explicit time dependence10 that is needed for a
correct gauge fixing in generally covariant theories, which
has been proven in [26, 27]. Deeply connected with this
mistake is the confusion between gauge symmetry and
dynamical evolution, also common in the literature and
to which we devote the Appendix A.
2. From observables to “evolving constants of motion”
We continue to work for simplicity with fields other
than the lapse and shift. We shall show now how con-
stants of motion - and Noether generators - without ex-
plicit time dependence can be easily recovered form our
program.
Let us stress again the fact that the time dependence
in the invariants IΦ, (16), has two sources. One is the
explicit time dependence in χ0 = t−X0, and the other is
the implicit time dependence in the on shell field config-
uration (including the scalars Xµ). But we have already
seen at the beginning of the previous section that this
implicit time dependence is non-existent because of the
gauge invariance. In fact, it is easy to separate these two
dependencies and witness the difference. For instance
one could write IΦ with an “explicit” time t1 and an
“implicit” - i.e., the time argument in the field config-
uration - time t2 and eventually realize
11 that the only
true dependence is in t1. This result suggests that we
can consider the invariants as a one-parameter family of
functionals in phase space, which can be evaluated on on
10 One can recall here the case of Galilean mechanics, were the
boost generators are constants of motion with explicit time de-
pendence, and therefore their Poisson bracket with the Hamilto-
nian is non vanishing.
11 Note that for each point p in S, and given t1, t2, there is a point
p′ where Φp(t2, ~x) = Φp′(t1, ~x), for any field or field component
Φ.
10
shell field configurations at an arbitrary time t2. Notice
that as long as we keep t1 fixed, the invariants do indeed
yield constants of motion.
Up to now our arena regarding the distinction between
“explicit” and “implicit” time dependence has been the
space S of on shell field configurations. Now, continuing
with our previous construction we move to phase space,
where the variables are the fields exhibiting only spatial
dependence on the coordinates. Let us examine the in-
variants IΦ in phase space and its remaining dependence
on the “explicit” time. In, fact, using (27) and differen-
tiating repeatedly with respect to the explicit time, we
obtain
∂n
∂ tn
IΦ ≈ I{Φ,H0}(n) . (30)
where {Φ, H0}(n) has the usual sense of nested Poisson
brackets. From (30) we can build the Taylor expansion
in the t parameter
IΦ ≈
∞∑
n=0
tn
n!
I{Φ,H0}(n)
∣∣
t=0
. (31)
(Recall that we think of these quantities in phase space,
i.e., the invariants are now dependent on the phase space
variables, these phase space variables being fields de-
pending on the spatial coordinates.) Notice that the
coefficients of this expansion in the time parameter are
constants of motion, because they are invariants; since
they have vanishing Poisson brackets with the Hamilto-
nians they have no explicit time dependence. In fact, as
pointed out before, fixing the explicit time parameter at
any arbitrary value, the invariants IΦ become constants
of motion.
One may wonder what is then the role of this explicit
time dependence in the invariants? The answer has been
given in equation (29), which is a consequence of (27). It
is remarkable that the explicit time dependence in (31)
allows us to fully recover the dynamics for the configura-
tion of the fields that satisfy the gauge fixing. Thus, two
observers using the same recipe to construct the invari-
ants will be able to describe with the help of these invari-
ants the same physics at any time - which is their own
original time coordinate - because the dynamical evolu-
tion is already built into the invariants thanks to the ex-
plicit time dependence. With their invariants, they will
describe physical evolution in an invariant way, through
the explicit time dependence. Notice that from the point
of view of a typical observer, sitting at some point p in
S, the explicit time parameter appearing in his/her ob-
servables IΦ is just his/her original time parameter, that
is, a labeling for the spacelike hypersurfaces foliating the
spacetime - or at least a region of it -, satisfying the
rather mild requirement of being an increasing function
from past to future. In addition, for the observer sitting
at p
G
, this explicit time parameter is the value of the
scalar field X0, that is, the intrinsic time.
One may regard expression (31) for the invariants as
an expression for “evolving constants of motion” since it
can be read as a combination of constants of motion with
coefficients - the monomials tn - changing in time. As a
matter of fact, expression (31) is an explicit realization of
the approach [14, 15, 16], which is often referred to as the
program of “evolving constants of motion”. We believe
that the clarifications made above, although restricted to
classical considerations, put in a new and satisfying per-
spective the concept of “evolving constants of motion”.
This terminology was adopted in order to circumvent a
problem which from our perspective never existed in the
first place - at least in the classical setting. The problem -
the notion that “nothing happens” in generally covariant
theories” - arises from a failure to adequately distinguish
between time evolution and gauge symmetry. We devote
Appendix A to this analysis. We think that our contri-
bution makes superfluous this terminology, although the
idea behind it remains fully vindicated. The resolution
by Rovelli of the supposedly apparent paradox amounts
to [31] “the recognition that observables are members of
families of constants of motion parametrized by a label
related to time”. In other words, as the time coordinate
for a particular observer evolves and takes different val-
ues, so do the observables. The observables consist of
a sum - perhaps even of an infinite number of terms -
of constants of the motion multiplying increasing pow-
ers of the time coordinate. These constant coefficients
are expressed as invariant functionals of the phase space
variables. The coordinate time itself is of course not a
canonical variable, and is therefore invariant under the
action of the canonical gauge group. There has been a
subsequent effort by a list of authors, particularly [8, 33],
to obtain a consistent quantum picture for the observ-
ables. In generic spacetimes it will be necessary to re-
strict to locally defined intrinsic time. One must also
address the question of equivalence of quantum theories
based on different choices.
3. From observables to generators of rigid Noether
symmetries
Consider the observables associated with fields other
than lapse and shift. The constants of motion obtained
from these observables are Noether generators of sym-
metries for the reduced phase space where lapse, shift
and their canonical momenta have been eliminated. If
we want to construct Noether generators for the entire
phase space, one can proceed as follows. Let C be one of
such constants of motion. It is a functional of the fields
Φ(~x) - other than lapse and shift - and it exhibits explicit
dependence on the spatial coordinates ~x as well, through
χi = xi −X i. Its weakly vanishing Poisson bracket with
the Hamiltonian constraints can be expressed as
{C, Hµ} = U
ν
µH ν ,
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for some functional matrix Uνµ. Then the following con-
struction
Q := C + UνµN
µPν ,
satisfies (Hc stands for Dirac’s canonical Hamiltonian,
Hc = N
µHµ)
∂Q
∂t
+ {Q, Hc} = 0 + {Q, N
µHµ} = O(P ) ,
and
{Q, Pµ} = O(P ) ,
(where O(P ) means terms linear in the momentum con-
straints) which are the two conditions spelled out in [32]
for Q to qualify as a Noether conserved quantity associ-
ated with a symmetry which is projectable from tangent
space to phase space. In fact this symmetry is generated
by Q through the Poisson bracket12.
Notice that these Noether generators Q are gauge in-
variant quantities because their Possion bracket with the
full set of primary and secondary constraints weakly van-
ishes. In practice, to smooth out the dependence of Q on
the spatial coordinates, one can use arbitrary smearing
functions α(~x) and define generators
Q
α
:=
∫
d3xα(~x)Q(~x) .
Let us stress that Q
α
are generators of rigid Noether sym-
metries. To be gauge symmetries one should allow the
functions α to have arbitrary dependence on the time
coordinate, but if we allow that, then Q
α
ceases to be a
constant of motion and a Noether generator.
As regards the constants of motion extracted from
the observables associated with the lapse and shift, one
should consider I
Nσ
= exp
(
{−, Gξ}
)
Nσ, with Gξ as in
(24). This gives an expansion
I
Nσ
= Nσ+
(
{Nσ, P ν
˙
ξ
ν
}+. . .
)
ξ
σ
→χσ ,
˙
ξ
σ
→χ˙σ
= Bσ0+. . . ,
where we have used χ˙σ = δσ0 − N
νAσν . In fact there
is a quick shortcut to sum this expansion, because we
know that in p
G
the - secondary - gauge fixing con-
straints are satisfied, i.e., δσ0 − Nˆ
νAˆσν = 0, and therefore
Nˆσ = I
Nσ
= I
Bσ0
. Since Bσ0 depends on fields other than
lapse and shift, we can conclude that using the mecha-
nism explained above in this subsection, the constants
of motion extracted from all our invariants can be made
Noether symmetry generators.
12 Note in particular that Q generates variations for the lapse and
shift according to δNµ = {Nµ, Q} = UµνN
ν .
Finally, let us discuss one more basic aspect of the rigid
symmetries generated by Q
α
: they move an on shell field
configuration out of its gauge orbit. In fact, since they
commute with the gauge generators, they will map an
entire gauge orbit into another. To prove that indeed
Q
α
moves a field configuration out of the gauge orbit we
only need to verify that the variations generated by Q
α
through the Poisson bracket do not leave invariant the set
of gauge invariant functionals IΦ. This is proven in the
next section III B, where we compute the Poisson bracket
algebra of the invariants and obtain a non-trivial result.
4. Interpreting the constants of motion
What has been done for the time coordinate may be
done for any other coordinate. Recall that the invariant
associated with the field φ is
Iφ ≈
∞∑
n=0
1
n!
χn{φ, H}(n) ,
with χ = x − X . When the explicit time coordinate
is fixed at an arbitrary value, Iφ becomes a constant of
motion.
Applying arguments similar to those leading up to (27)
we find that
d
d xa
IΦ ≈ I{Φ,Ha} . (32)
Recall that the invariant IΦ is the field Φ evaluated at the
gauge-fixed point pG, IΦ = Φˆ. To find Ha at pG we need
to make use of the fact that the Xµ are scalars under
spatial coordinate transformations, i.e., under x¯µ = xµ−
ξaδµa ,
δXµ =
{
Xµ,
∫
d3x ξaHa
}
= Xµ,aξ
a,
and therefore Aµa = X
µ
,a. As a consequence A
µ
a |pG = δ
µ
a .
Taking into account that according to (28) Bµ0 |pG = N
µ
we find that
Bµa |pG = δ
µ
a .
It follows finally that
I{Φ,Ha} =
∂Φ
∂xa
∣∣∣∣
pG
. (33)
We know that due to gauge invariance, there is no im-
plicit dependence on time (when the invariant is evalu-
ated on an on shell configuration, a solution of the equa-
tions of motion). For the same reason, there is no implicit
dependence on the spatial coordinates either since spa-
tially constant translations are gauge transformations.
Let us write IΦ in powers of all explicit coordinates,
Iφ ≈
∞∑
nµ=0
1
n0!n1!n2!n3!
(x0)n0(x1)n1(x2)n2(x3)n3 Cn0,n1,n2,n3 ,
(34)
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with
Cn0,n1,n2,n3 := I{{{{φ, ,H0}(n0) ,H1}(n1) ,H2}(n2) ,H3}(n3)
∣∣∣
xµ=0
.(35)
(The order of the Hamiltonians is irrelevant owing to the
strongly vanishing Poisson bracket property.) Notice that
setting xµ = 0 in (35) refers only to the explicit coor-
dinate dependencies. Indeed, the coefficients Cn0,n1,n2,n3
may be evaluated in any arbitrary system of coordinates;
they are invariants. Consider, for example, that we are
in a point p in S. To evaluate the value of the functional
Cn0 n1 n2 n3 we just substitute in the field configurations
φAp (x) and an indefinite number of their spatial deriva-
tives - which appear due to the nesting of Poisson brack-
ets - in (35). The result does not depend on the time
coordinate x0 nor on the spatial coordinates ~x where all
the fields and their spatial derivatives are computed. If
instead of inserting φAp (x) , ∂iφ
A
p (x) , ∂i∂jφ
A
p (x)...∀A, we
were to substitute in the on shell field configuration at
another point q in S and with other values y of the co-
ordinates, φAq (y), ∂iφ
A
q (y), the numerical result would be
the same.
Generalizing (33), we deduce that these constants of
motion Cn0,n1,n2,n3 are the values of the corresponding nµ
partial derivatives of φˆ at the zero value of the intrinsic
coordinates. (In fact one could have expanded around
any other values.) Thus the formalism manages to pick
data at any time, t, at some point p in S, and to convert
these data into the coefficients of the Taylor expansion
for the fields at p
G
, which are obviously invariants. By
the same token, the information in Iφ itself is that of the
field configuration at pG at the given time that appears in
the invariant as the explicit time. In the particular case
of a scalar field and for an observer sitting at p, Iψ(t, ~x)
it is the value of the field at the very moment and place
where the gauge-fixed scalars Xµ take the values t, ~x.
A simple example
Now we demonstrate with the simplest of the exam-
ples, that of the massive free particle in Minkowski space-
time, our findings above13. Consider the Lagrangian
L =
1
2N
ηµν q˙
µq˙ν −
1
2
m2N,
where N is an auxiliary variable - in fact it is the lapse
-, and ηµν = (−,+,+,+). The Dirac Hamiltonian is
HD =
1
2
N(ηµνpµpν +m
2) + λπ,
where π, the momentum canonically conjugate to N , is
the primary constraint and λ an arbitrary function of
13 The example of a dimensionally reduced spatially homogeneous
isotropic cosmological model is worked out in [12].
time. There is a secondary constraint, namely H =
1
2 (η
µνpµpν + m
2). The gauge generator has the form
G = ξH + ξ˙π. We choose as a gauge fixing constraint
χ = t − q0. Next, following the instructions in section
II B 1, we define A := {q0, H} = p0, and
H =
1
A
H =
1
2 p0
(ηµνpµpν +m
2) .
Now we are ready to compute the invariants. Note that
we do not write the implicit time dependence in the vari-
ables, which is the same as if we were working just in
phase space instead of working in the space of trajecto-
ries - i.e., field configurations. The series expansions are
trivial and we get
Iqi = q
i + χ{qi, H} = qi + (t− q0)
pi
p0
= (qi −
pi
p0
q0) +
pi
p0
t,
Ipµ = pµ .
Thus we identify from the expansion in the t parameter
for Iqi the constants of motion q
i − p
i
p0
q0 and p
i
p0
, and
from Ipµ the constants of motion pµ. We have seven in-
dependent constants of motion that can be written pµ
and ci := p0qi − q0pi. These are the Poincare` transla-
tion and boost generators. Note that the combinations
1
p0
(picj−pjci) of these constants of motion are piqj−pjqi,
that is, the generators of rotations. The full Poincare´ al-
gebra of generators of rigid symmetries of the free particle
is obtained.
Finally, using the methods introduced in section II B 3,
one can compute the invariant associated with the lapse
N . The result is IN =
1
p0
, that is, one of the constants
of motion obtained above.
B. Observables and Dirac brackets
1. Preliminary remarks
It is a remarkable fact that for some purposes the ex-
plicit construction of invariants for which the general the-
ory has been given above can be avoided. In this subsec-
tion we will show that the Poisson bracket {IΦA , IΦB}
of the invariants associated with the fields ΦA,ΦB, is the
invariant associated with the Dirac bracket of the fields
themselves.
As a preliminary observation, one might wonder how
we can compute Poisson brackets of the functional invari-
ants IΦA , given that their arguments are only defined for
fields satisfying the equations of motion; Poisson brack-
ets involve arbitrary variations, including “off shell”, i.e.,
violating the equations of motion. The resolution is the
following. Since the Poisson brackets are an equal-time
computation, let us simply examine the functionals at
a given time t. An arbitrary extension off shell of a
functional IΦA will produce IΦA → IΦA + O(Pµ, Hν).
But notice that this off shell extension does not change
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the Poisson brackets as long as we evaluate the result
on shell since {O(Pµ, Hν), FΦ} ≈ 0 and also of course
{O(Pµ, Hν), O(Pρ, Hσ)} ≈ 0. So indeed the functionals
need only be defined on shell for their Poisson bracket to
be well defined on shell.
We will show that
{IΦA , IΦB} ≈ I{ΦA,ΦB}∗ ,
where the Dirac bracket is
{ΦA, ΦB}∗ := {ΦA, ΦB} − {ΦA, Ci}M−1ij {C
j , ΦB}.
In this expression we define the eight member set Ci :=
Hµ, χ
ν , and M ij := {Ci, Cj}.
Notice that if the map ΦA → IΦA were a canoni-
cal transformation, the result would have been simply
{IΦA , IΦB} = I{ΦA,ΦB} , because the Poisson bracket
structure is preserved by a canonical transformation. The
crucial fact that complicates this computation is that the
descriptors, which are determined by the gauge fixing
conditions, are substituted by functionals of the field con-
figurations at p after the action of the finite element of the
gauge group exp({−, G}) is taken, as it is clear in (16).
We further discuss in III C this issue of non-canonicity of
the map ΦA → IΦA .
The following proof is restricted, just for simplicity, to
canonical fields other than the lapse and shift and their
conjugates. Thus for the generator (2) we only need the
reduced expression G = ξ¯µH¯µ, with H¯µ defined in (7).
This restriction is easily elimininated by taking into ac-
count the results in section (II B 3) and using the gener-
ator (24). The proof will be undertaken in two steps. In
the first step we show that this relation holds at p
G
, and
in the second step the proof is extended to an arbitrary
point in the gauge orbit.
2. Proof - Step 1: Neighborhood of p
G
Let us consider a neighborhood of p
G
in the gauge or-
bit, and take an arbitrary point p in the same orbit, such
that the set of descriptors used to bring configurations in
p to configurations in p
G
are infinitesimal. Let us write,
recalling (16) and keeping terms to first order in the in-
finitesimal descriptors,
IΦA = Φ
A + χµ{ΦA, H¯µ}+O(χ)
2.
Then, computing at p,
{IΦA , IΦA} = {Φ
A + χµ{ΦA, H¯µ}, Φ
B + χν{ΦB, H¯ν}}
= {ΦA, ΦB} − {ΦA, H¯µ}{χ
µ, χν}{H¯ν, Φ
B}
− {ΦA, χµ}{H¯µ, Φ
B}+ {ΦA, H¯µ}{χ
µ, ΦB}
+ O(χ)
= {ΦA, ΦB}∗ +O(χ) . (36)
In the last equality we have used the fact that
M =
(
{H¯, H¯} {H¯, χ}
{χ, H¯} {χ, χ}
)
≈
(
0 +δ
−δ {χ, χ}
)
,
(our fields satisfy the equations of motion, so {H¯, H¯} ≈
014) has as its inverse
M−1 =
(
{χ, χ} −δ
+δ 0
)
,
thus producing the Dirac brackets above. This computa-
tion has been made at p, in the close neighborhood of p
G
.
Now we can take the limit p → p
G
on both sides, thus
obtaining
{IΦA , IΦB}
∣∣
p
G
= {ΦA, ΦB}∗∣∣
p
G
= I{ΦA,ΦB}∗
∣∣
p
G
, (37)
where in the last step we have used the fact that the func-
tionals IΦA become the identity functionals when their
arguments are taken at p
G
. This concludes the first step
of our proof.
An alternative proof, using the connection between the
observables and specific canonical transformations of the
fields is given in section III C 2.
3. Proof - Step 2: Gauge orbit
Let us now extend this result to the entire gauge orbit.
We can make an arbitrary gauge transformation sending
the equality(37) holding at p
G
to a corresponding equal-
ity at any other point p. Let us call U(p, p
G
) this gauge
transformation from p
G
to p. Its specific descriptors can
be determined in a manner similar to the procedure for
building the invariants. U(p, p
G
) is a canonical transfor-
mation and, as such, preserves the Poisson bracket struc-
ture. This means that U(p, p
G
) “enters” on both sides of
the Poisson bracket. On the other hand, the action of
U(p, p
G
) on the functionals is
IΦA [X
µ
p
G
,ΦAp
G
; x]→ IΦA [X
µ
p ,Φ
A
p ; x] .
(In fact the action of U(p, p
G
) on these functionals is triv-
ial because they are invariant under the gauge transfor-
mations and can be written in terms of the fields at any
point in the gauge orbit). These considerations show
that the left hand side of (37) undergoes, under the ac-
tion of U(p, p
G
), the transformation {IΦA , IΦB}
∣∣
pG
→
{IΦA , IΦB}
∣∣
p
.
Let us now address the transformation of the right
hand side of (37) under U(p, p
G
). If the canoni-
cal gauge transformation U(p, p
G
) could “enter” within
14 In Appendix B we derive the stronger result {H¯, H¯} = O(H2).
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the Dirac brackets, then the result for the trans-
formation of the right hand side would be simply
{ΦA, ΦB}∗∣∣
pG
→ {ΦA, ΦB}∗∣∣
p
. But the Dirac bracket
structure is not preserved by canonical transformations
generated by the Poisson bracket since {U ΦA, U ΦB}∗ 6=
U {ΦA, ΦB}∗. Indeed, we can now take advan-
tage of writing {ΦA, ΦB}∗∣∣
pG
as I{ΦA,ΦB}∗
∣∣
pG
because
then {ΦA, ΦB}∗ becomes just the label that identifies
the functional we are considering, in the sense that
I{ΦA,ΦB}∗ is the functional that sends the specific com-
bination of field configurations given by {ΦA, ΦB}∗ to its
value at p
G
. Thus it is obvious that the action of U(p, p
G
)
on this functional just maps
I{ΦA,ΦB}∗
∣∣
pG
→ I{ΦA,ΦB}∗
∣∣
p
The equality between the transformed objects in the
left hand side and the right hand side of (37) tells us that
we have obtained
{IΦA , IΦB} ≈ I{ΦA,ΦB}∗ , (38)
for any arbitrary point p in the gauge orbit.
4. Additional remarks
The results in section II B 3 permit the extension of
(38) to the lapse and shift fields. Indeed the situation
is the same as in section III B when working with fields
other than lapse and shift, but instead of having 4 first
class constraints and 4 gauge fixing constraints, there
are now 8 constraints of each type. Proceeding exactly
through the same steps as in section III B, the result (38)
can be extended to all the fields, lapse and shift included.
The result (38) has been previously obtained by Thie-
mann [8] in a remarkable proof based on formal series
expansion or - in his own words - by “brutally working
out the Poisson brackets.” We have provided a natural
geometric interpretation of this series expansion.
So far our considerations hold for S, the space of on-
shell field configurations. But once the results have been
obtained, and recalling that all the canonical gauge trans-
formations are active transformations at fixed spacetime
coordinates, we can examine all our actions along the
gauge orbit at a fixed value of the time coordinate, t0.
At this fixed time, which can be considered the time for
the setting of the initial conditions, the field configura-
tions only need to satisfy the constraints Pµ ≈ 0, Hµ ≈ 0.
Thus our results are valid in a phase space formulation
on the entire original first class constraint surface (but
not including the gauge fixing constraints, which are only
satisfied at the particular point p
G
in the gauge orbit).
We notice also that the results obtained above are dif-
ferent from the results in [30] showing that the Dirac
bracket of the invariant functionals coincides on shell
with its Poisson bracket; see especially Exercise 1.18 and
section 13.2.2 in this book. This is obviously true by
the very nature of the invariant functionals; they are re-
quired to satisfy {IΦA , G} ≈ 0
15, which is the ingredient
needed to show, in the light of the Dirac bracket (36), or
its generalization to all 8 + 8 constraints, that indeed
{IΦA , IΦB}
∗ ≈ {IΦA , IΦB} .
Taking (38) into account, and including the result above,
we can write in phase space,
{IΦA , IΦB}
∗ ≈ I{ΦA,ΦB}∗ (39)
where we have expressed the fact, using the weak equal-
ities “≈” that these relations are satisfied on the con-
straint hypersurface surface in phase space - again, not
including the gauge fixing constraints.
C. The invariants constructed as limits of
canonical maps
1. On the non-canonicity of the map Φ → IΦ
To further study some aspects of the observables , we
will elaborate on the non-canonicity of the map Φ→ IΦ
and its proximity to canonical maps. In order not to over-
load the subsequent considerations we exclude the lapse
and the shift fields, but remark that by the techniques
described in (IIB3) the results of this subsection can be
extended to lapse and shift.
Let us recall the expression (16) for the invariant func-
tional IΦ, having chosen the usual basis for the Hamilto-
nian constraints such that, {χν , Hµ} = −δ
ν
µ+O(H) and
{Hν , Hµ} = O(H
2
). Let us write again the expression
for our observables, after equation (16),
IΦ := exp
(
{−, ξ
ν
Hν}
)
Φ∣∣
ξ=χ
≈
∞∑
n=0
1
n!
χn{Φ, H}(n) .
(40)
The map Φ → IΦ sends all the points p in the gauge
orbit to a single point p
G
. Hence it can not be a canonical
transformation because one such transformation should
be invertible. An alternative, indirect but sufficient proof
of this non-canonicity is that the Poisson bracket of the
invariants associated with two given fields is not the
invariant associated with the Poisson bracket of these
fields, but with the Dirac bracket. The reason for this
non-canonicity may be traced to the fact that the de-
scriptors ξν are replaced by the gauge fixing constraints
χµ after the action of the finite gauge transformation that
sends p to p
G
.
15 At a fixed time t0 this reads {IΦA , Pµ} ≈ 0, {IΦA , Hµ} ≈ 0.
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We will explore how close this map Φ→ IΦ can be to a
canonical transformation. We will show that it is in fact
the limit of a family of canonical transformations. To
construct this family, an obvious candidate is the object
that results from making the replacement of the descrip-
tors before the action of the finite gauge transformation.
A one-parameter family of canonical transformations is
found by allowing a global rescaling for the descriptors.
So consider the functional, for G := χνHν ,
KΦ := exp ({−, λG})Φ = exp
(
{−, λ χνHν}
)
Φ
= exp
(
{−, λ χH}
)
Φ , (41)
with λ a real parameter. Thus the map Φ → KΦ is
canonical. We will show that IΦ can be reobtained as
the λ→∞ limit of KΦ.
We start with the expansion for KΦ,
KΦ = exp ({−, λG})Φ =
∞∑
n=0
λn
n!
{Φ, G}(n) . (42)
To continue, let us define Bn := χ
n{Φ, H}(n), n > 0,
with B0 := Φ. Our aim is to rewrite the expansion (42)
in terms of these objects Bn. Notice that, due to the fact
that {χ,H} ≈ −δ, we get the simple relation
{Bn, G} ≈ −nBn +Bn+1 . (43)
Our result will take the form
KΦ ≈
∞∑
n=0
cnBn , (44)
and the task is to compute the coefficients cn.
One can see immediately that c0 = 1. To compute c1
we need to add all the appearances of B1 in the different
terms in (42). We find, keeping only the B1 terms,
KΦ ≈ Φ + λB1 +
λ2
2!
(−B1 + . . .) +
λ3
3!
(B1 + . . .) + . . .
and thus
c1 = λ−
λ2
2!
+
λ3
3!
+ . . . = 1− e−λ .
It turns out that
cn =
1
n!
(1− e−λ)n . (45)
This result will be obtained below employing a different
technique.
With the coefficients (45) we obtain, for (44),
KΦ ≈
∞∑
n=0
1
n!
(1− e−λ)nχn{Φ, H}(n) , (46)
It is illuminating to notice the substantial difference
between the two series expansions, (42) and (46), for the
same functional KΦ. Both are power series expansions
but whereas the first is in terms of the parameter λ, the
second is in terms of (1− e−λ) and is only valid on shell.
One reasonably expects convergence at least in the case
where the point p in the space of field configurations S
is in the neighborhood of p
G
.
Notice that, as expected, there is no finite λ that can
make KΦ = IΦ. Curiously enough, though, and as long
as it is legitimate to enter the limit λ → ∞ within the
series expansion (46), one finds, recalling (40),
lim
λ→∞
KΦ ≈ IΦ ,
thus the invariants can be interpreted as limits of one-
parameter families of canonical transformations. But
such a limit is no longer a canonical transformation16.
Our previous analysis makes the reason more transpar-
ent because whereas the limit λ → ∞ can be easily
taken for the expansion (46), for which it simply says
(1 − e−λ) → 1, it makes no sense at all for (42). And
here is the point: it would have been just by obtaining
a finite result for the computation of the limit in the ex-
ponent {−, λG} in (42), which is clearly divergent, that
we would have been assured that the end result was a
canonical transformation.
A complementary result is obtained by considering the
computation of {KΦ, H}. It is crucial in this regard that
the Poisson bracket of the constraints H among them-
selves is quadratic in the constraints (see Appendix B).
Owing to this fact, {G, H} = −H + O(H
2
), and the
quadratic terms can be dropped in the internal Poisson
brackets as long the final result is expressed on shell.
Taking into account (42) and that
{{Φ, G}(n), H} ≈
n∑
k=0
(−1)(n−k)
n!
k! (n− k)!
{{Φ, H}, G}(k) ,
one easily obtains17
{KΦ, H} ≈ e
−λK{Φ,H} , (47)
which, in the limit λ → ∞, tells us again that IΦ is an
invariant, that is, {IΦ, H} ≈ 0.
Notice that we can use (47) to obtain the coefficients
(45). Consider the generic expansion (44) for KΦ and
16 Compare with the homothetic mapR2 →R2 defined by ~v → 1
λ
~v,
which is invertible for any real value of λ. It becomes singular
for λ→∞: ~v → ~0.
17 This result can also be obtained by differentiating with respect
to the parameter λ the on shell equivalent expressions (42) and
(46), but here we choose another method, based exclusively on
(42), in order to provide a proof of (46).
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require that it complies with (47). One easily finds a
recurrent equation for the coefficients cn,
cn − (n+ 1)cn+1 = e
−λcn ,
which, with the obvious input c0 = 1, yields the result
(45).
2. Revisiting the Dirac bracket
The considerations in this subsection provide an alter-
native computation of the Poisson bracket of the invari-
ants as compared to (IIIB). From the definition (41) it is
clear that, since Φ→ KΦ is a canonical transformation,
{KΦA , KΦB} = K{ΦA,ΦB} .
The fact that (47) implies in general that {KΦ, H} 6= 0,
means that to compute the Poisson bracket {KΦA , KΦB}
off shell information of KΦ must be used. The minimal
off shell information we need is O(H). Let us [d[define]d]
introduce for our purposes the notation O(2) to describe
terms that are quadratic in χµ, Hν . Noticing that for
G := χH and arbitrary functionals αµ and βν , one has
{αH + βχ, G} = (α+ β{χ, χ})H− βχ+O(2) ,
(where β{χ, χ}H must be interpreted here and in similar
expressions in the following as βν{χ
ν , χµ}Hµ) one easily
obtains
{Φ, G}(2n+1) = {Φ, χ}H+ {Φ, H}χ+O(2) ,
for n = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . , and
{Φ, G}(2n) =
(
{Φ, χ}+{Φ, H}{χ, χ}
)
H−{Φ, H}χ+O(2) ,
for n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . With these results, using the expan-
sion (41) we find
KΦ = Φ + (1− e
−λ){Φ, H}χ
+ eλ
(
(1− e−λ){Φ, χ}
+
(1 − e−λ)2
2
{Φ, H}{χ, χ}
)
H+O(2) . (48)
Note in expression (48) that the off shell terms diverge for
λ→∞; this means in particular that the limit KΦ → IΦ
for λ → ∞ can only be taken on shell. Let us define,
with (46) in mind,
K˜Φ :=
∞∑
n=0
1
n!
(1− e−λ)nχn{Φ, H}(n)
= Φ+ (1 − e−λ){Φ, H}χ+O(2) , (49)
so finally we have
K˜Φ = KΦ − e
λγ
Φ
H+O(2) , (50)
with
γ
Φ
:= (1− e−λ){Φ, χ}+
(1− e−λ)2
2
{Φ, H}{χ, χ} .
The functionals γ
Φ
carry the information of the lowest
order off shell terms for KΦ. Now we can compute
{K˜ΦA , K˜ΦB} = {KΦA , KΦB} − e
λ{KΦA , H}γΦB
− eλγ
ΦA
{H, KΦB}+O(H, χ)
= K{ΦA,ΦB} − e
λ{KΦA , H}γΦB
− eλγ
ΦA
{H, KΦB}+O(H, χ) ,
and when we go on shell (H ≈ 0), using (47),
{K˜ΦA , K˜ΦB} ≈ K{ΦA,ΦB} −K{ΦA,H}γΦB
− γ
ΦA
K{H,ΦB} +O(χ) .
Next we can take the limit λ→∞ and we obtain
{IΦA , IΦB} ≈ I{ΦA,ΦB} − I{ΦA,H}( lim
λ→∞
γ
ΦB
)
− ( lim
λ→∞
γ
ΦA
)I{H,ΦB} +O(χ) ,
which explicitly shows the role played by the off shell
terms of KΦ in the computation of {IΦA , IΦB}. These
terms will gently conspire to bring the Dirac bracket on
stage. Indeed, taking the limit p → p
G
, which is χ → 0,
we obtain
{IΦA , IΦB}
∣∣
p
G
= {ΦA, ΦB}
− {ΦA, H}
(
{ΦB, χ}+
1
2
{χ, χ}{H, ΦB}
)
−
(
{ΦA χ}+
1
2
{ΦAH}{χ, χ}
)
{H, ΦB}
= {ΦA, ΦB}∗∣∣
p
G
= I{ΦA,ΦB}∗
∣∣
p
G
, (51)
which is (37).
3. Extension to all fields including lapse and shift
Up to this point we have restricted the generic field
Φ on which we operate to be other than the lapse and
shift. When Φ is any generic field, or functional of the
fields, the generator of gauge transformations must be
taken in its full form (2), or in its equivalent form (24)
obtained by the use of a special basis for the constraints,
ζ(i)α = (Hν , Pµ). This is the form that interests us.
By its construction, see subsection II B 3, this new ba-
sis has the property that {χ(i)α, ζ(j)β} ≈ −δ
i
jδ
α
β , where
χ(i)α = (χµ, χ˙ν) are the secondary and primary gauge
fixing constraints. A bonus of this construction is that
the constraints ζ(i)α have strongly vanishing Poisson
brackets among themselves. Thus all the properties that
have allowed us to obtain results like (37) or (46) hold
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with the only change being the doubling of the set of
constraints involved: Instead of Hν now we must take
Pµ, Hν , and instead of χ
µ now we must take χ˙µ, χµ.
With this simple consideration, all results are extended
to any field. In particular the connection between Pois-
son brackets for the invariants and Dirac brackets - now
defined with a set of 16 second class constraints - for the
associated fields, and also the obtention of the invariants
IΦ as limits of canonical maps KΦ, for any field Φ, with-
out restrictions.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In 1955 P. G. Bergmann, in a plenary talk in Bern cele-
brating “Fifty Years of Relativity Theory”, expressed the
belief that “genuine invariants would reveal themselves as
extremely complicated functionals of the presently known
field quantities” [34]. Nearly forty years later Torre con-
firmed Bergmann’s belief with a proof that in generic
general relativity no observables exist that can be writ-
ten as spatial integrals of Cauchy data and finite deriva-
tives thereof [6]. In this paper we have explicitly dis-
played generic invariants as series involving derivatives
of Cauchy data in principle up to infinite order. Oth-
ers, in particular Dittrich and Thiemann, have defined
invariants as formal power series. However, we are able
to establish a relation between functional invariants and
specific gauge choices. Equivalently, we have shown that
invariants are obtained through a choice of intrinsic coor-
dinates. The construction of invariants and the demon-
stration of the equivalence of the two points of view is
achieved through the use of the underlying canonical dif-
feomorphism symmetry group of generally covariant the-
ories. We should point out that the observables that are
obtained through these constructions are of course not
functionally independent. Given the two degrees of free-
dom of pure gravity, there are in phase space four, or
rather 4(×3 ×∞) functionally independent observables.
The proofs of our results are local in the sense that they
can be applied to a region of spacetime. Global issues
are not adressed in the present formulation.
We expect that our contribution will help to clarify
some controversial issues that are still debated in the lit-
erature regarding the notion of gravitational observable.
We cite in particular the ”frozen time” issue. We iden-
tify as a fundamentalt origin of many of these misunder-
standings the fact that different authors do not use the
same definition for common words like ”gauge transfor-
mation”. In Appendix A we have tried, in the guise of an
informal dialogue, to pinpoint the most common causes
of misunderstanding. We do not, of course, by any means
claim to have pronounced the final words on any of them.
The fact that our proofs are local means also that we are
still far from a final and comprehensive description of the
whole picture.
We have established in this paper a broad geometrical
interpretation of the construction of observables in gen-
erally covariant theories. In particular, we have argued
that there exists two basic equivalent points of view as
regards the construction of observables once the solutions
of the equations of motion are given.
• The first point of view, and the one that enjoyed
particular emphasis, relies on the existence of a
genuine diffeomorphism-induced canonical gauge
symmetry group. This group realizes as active
canonical transformations all changes of canoni-
cal variables that result from general changes of
spacetime coordinates. We identify the group
as “diffeomorphism-induced” because the resulting
transformations depend on the functional form of
some or all of the components of the metric field.
Indeed, in order to be able to implement the trans-
formation group, the lapse and shift must be re-
tained as canonical phase space variables, and per-
missible diffeomorphisms depend on them in a com-
pulsory manner. We have shown that this group
may be employed to construct functions that are
invariant under its action. The strategy is to choose
an explicitly spacetime coordinate dependent gauge
condition, and then to find the finite gauge trans-
formation that transforms the fields to that loca-
tion on the gauge orbit where the gauge condition
is satisfied. The application of this finite transfor-
mation to all field variables produces invariants as-
sociated with each and every one of them. In order
for this program to succeed it is mandatory that the
fields18 Xµ, those that are set equal to the coordi-
nates xµ in the gauge fixing procedure, transform
under general coordinate transformations as space-
time scalars.
• This brings us to the second equivalent view. The
gauge choice is nothing other than the selection of
that system of spacetime coordinates for which the
fields Xµ produce the results Xµ(x) = xµ. This
means that we are choosing the values of these
scalar fields as the coordinatization of the space-
time. Users sitting at different points p on the
gauge orbits have phase space solutions Φp with
distinct functional forms. Each is given explicit in-
structions on developing a potentially infinite series
in powers of their coordinates xµ, namely
Iφ ≈
∞∑
nµ=0
1
n0!n1!n2!n3!
(x0)n0(x1)n1(x2)n2(x3)n3 Cn0,n1,n2,n3 ,
18 These fields may be independent fields or functionals of other
fields. An example of the second case is the use by Komar and
Bergmann [25] of Weyl scalars, also considered in [10].
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with coefficients
Cn0,n1,n2,n3 :=
I{{{{φp, ,H0 p}(n0) ,H1 p}(n1) ,H2 p}(n2) ,H3 p}(n3)
∣∣∣
xµ=0
.
(Where setting xµ = 0 refers only to the explicit
dependencies.) These coefficients are constant;
they are invariant under under diffeomorphism-
induced canonical transformations, i.e., under dis-
placement from p to p′ along the gauge orbit. Fur-
thermore, we have shown that these constants are
nothing other than the derivatives in a Taylor ex-
pansion of solutions at the gauge-fixed location pG
on the gauge orbit. Notice that if the user works
with the new fields ΦˆA = IφA as the fields of her
spacetime, her new description is exactly as if her
original coordinates played the role of the intrisinc
coordinates.
• We have also proven that the Poisson brackets of
the invariants Iφ are identical with the invariant
associated with Dirac brackets, i.e., {IΦA , IΦB} ≈
I{ΦA,ΦB}∗ . This equality holds for all the canonical
variables, including the lapse and shift.
We are able to express all the invariants Iφ as lim-
its of canonical maps applied to the original fields.
This aspect throws new light on the emergence of
the Dirac bracket just mentioned. On the other
hand, out of our invariants, which satisfy the EOM,
one can obtain constants of motion with no ex-
plicit time dependence. These constants of motion,
which are obviously observables, albeit of another
kind, are generators of rigid Noether symmetries.
• Our results on the Dirac bracket connect our find-
ings with Dirac’s procedure for establishing the
strong vanishing of Poisson brackets of constraints
and gauge conditions through the introduction of
Dirac brackets. Of course one must choose gauge
conditions of the form xµ = Xµ, where the Xµ
are four suitably chosen spacetime scalar functions
of the canonical variables. To our knowledge we
are the first to establish this detailed connection
for the full set of canonical variables. Dirac had
originally introduced this method as a way of elim-
inating inconsistencies in passing from the classi-
cal theory to the quantum theory. But since he
lacked a geometrical interpretation of the result-
ing formalism, he and others who followed his lead
tended to focus almost exclusively on attempting
to identify a minimal complete set of invariants. In
particular, the lapse and shift were simply elimi-
nated from the formalism. This was and remains a
mistake when passing to the quantum theory. The
Dirac bracket of the lapse and shift carries physical
information. The quantum non-commutativity of
lapse and shift with the remaining quantum observ-
ables is an outcome of the specific choice of intrin-
sic space and time coordinates. As a consequence
of this choice the full metric in the quantum the-
ory will be subject to fluctuation - yielding a quan-
tum “thickening” of the light cone in an appropriate
semi-classical limit.
• We think that our approach makes a deep connec-
tion with the “evolving constants of motion” pro-
gram. In particular, the elucidation of the different
roles of the explicit and implicit - i.e., through the
fields - time dependences in the observables proves
to be a key ingredient in the full conceptual clarifi-
cation of this program.
We wish to stress one additional aspect of our construc-
tion of invariants: They are obviously solutions of Ein-
stein’s equations, and they make use of a set of selected
scalars which define the intrinsic coordinates. It is in
this respect that we detect a potential disagreement with
the program of partial and complete observables that has
been advanced by Rovelli [33], and further elaborated in
the canonical framework by Dittrich [7] and Thiemann
[8]. Only if the partial variable is a spacetime scalar will
their construction of complete observables correspond to
an acceptable gauge fixing. In other words, some choices
of partial observable as coordinate time might not be le-
gitimate gauge choices.
Finally, we would like to express our most respectful
admiration for the work of Peter Bergmann as regards
the concept of observables in general relativity. He has
inspired us as a teacher and friend. Many of our findings
were conceptually anticipated in his short review paper
[1]. There we find the idea that, when considered as
symmetry generators, the constants of motion obtained
from the observables take the configurations out of the
gauge orbit. He also anticipated the distinction between
the explicit time dependence of the invariants, necessary
to enforce the satisfaction of the equations of motion,
and the implicit one, which we discuss in section IIIA 3.
Again with the advantage of hindsight one can anticipate
from his considerations the “evolving constants of mo-
tion” program. He even outlined what should be the role
of the Dirac bracket in the algebra of invariants, although
without the symmetry group theoretical foundations that
we have established in this paper.
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Appendix A. A dialog on canonical gravity, gauge
symmetry and dynamics
In this appendix we attempt to communicate, in the
form of dialogue, our views on some subjects that are still
controversial or have been a source of misunderstand-
ings in the canonical formulation of gravity. The inter-
change is between two subjects, A. and B., the latter
representing our point of view. We will essentially touch
upon three issues: the gauge group of canonical grav-
ity, the meaning(s) of gauge transformations, and finally
the infamous “time is frozen, nothing happens” prob-
lem in canonical gravity. We progress from very na¨ıve
misunderstandings, which have by now been largely clar-
ified, to some confusions which still persist in the lit-
erature. What is said concerning canonical gravity can
be extended in obvious ways to other generally covariant
theories.
The gauge group of canonical gravity
A.: Sometimes I ask myself why Einstein’s theory,
which has such an aesthetic appearance in the Lagrange-
formulation becomes so ugly-looking in its Hamiltonian-
form. Beyond that, being based upon a 3 + 1 decom-
position, it is quite clear that canonical gravity is not
able to describe the full 4-diffeomorphism invariance of
the Lagrangian formulation of general relativity. Having
committed to a given 3 + 1 decomposition means that a
partial gauge fixing is in effect since the diffeomorphisms
that do not preserve the foliation must be excluded.
B.: Let us skip matters aesthetic, and cut to the chase.
I profoundly disagree with the last thing you said. Noth-
ing prevents diffeomorphisms from acting because the
gauge group must be understood as a group of active
diffeomorphisms and, as such, it never change the folia-
tion.
A.: But it is clear that a diffeomorphism generated by
a vector field vµ will change the foliation as long as v0
depends on the spatial coordinates.
B.: This is true in the passive view of diffeomorphism
invariance, but we are interested in a canonical realiza-
tion of the gauge group, that is, with generators acting
through the Poisson brackets. This is an active action
in the sense that it modifies the field configurations but
leaves unchanged the coordinates. Active and passive
views must be neatly distinguished.
A.: I am happy to concede, but then let me mention
what I see as a problem with the canonical realization
of the gauge group. Assume that it is possible to treat
everything infinitesimally, i.e. near the group-identity.
We know for instance that in case of an infinitesimal co-
ordinate transformation δxµ = xˆµ − xµ = −ǫµ(x) the
infinitesimal variation of a tensorial object T is given by
the Lie derivative £ǫT . (We should leave out further
complications due to the presence of spinorial fields in
this discussion.) But here things already get hard, since
the diffeomorphism group is more complicated than a fi-
nite dimensional Lie group. This is for instance reflected
in the Poisson-bracket structure of the Hamiltonian and
momentum constraints in canonical gravity. You don’t
have structure constants but structure functions. The
diffeomorphism group is not realized in phase space.
B.: Not so fast! One must be very careful when moving
into phase space. Let me first address some aspects of dif-
feomorphisms in configuration-velocity space. Bergmann
and Komar observed in the early seventies that Ein-
stein’s field equations (respectively, the Hilbert-Einstein
action) are not only invariant under point/contact trans-
formations (xˆµ = fµ(xν)), but also under transforma-
tions which additionally may depend on the metric fields
and their derivatives; i.e. (xˆµ = fµ(xν ; gµν(x), ...). This
is more than a spacetime diffeomorphism in the usual
sense of (passive) coordinate transformations. Whereas
the diffeomorphism group is acting on the Riemannian
manifold (locally describable in the passive view as gen-
eral coordinate transformations), the larger group, which
is certainly a diffeomorphims-induced gauge group, acts
on the space of metrics of the Riemannian manifold - and
on every other field that is around.
A.: Why make things even more complicated by inves-
tigating this far larger group?
B.: The gauge group is what it is, not what you would
like it to be. There are many answers to your question,
that is, many “becauses”: Because an important sub-
group of this larger group can be realized in phase-space,
because this subgroup reveals the explicit form of the
gauge generators, because this subgroup gives a clue as
to how to interpret even a gravitational Hamiltonian as
being responsible for unfolding dynamics, and because
this subgroup leads you to a better understanding of ob-
servables.
A.: Wow, seems that the “subgroup of the generalized
symmetry group” cures my headache - and not only mine.
By the way, is this the Bergmann-Komar group?
B.: Well, it depends on who you ask. Some authors
mistakenly denote the full metric dependent group as
the Bergmann-Komar group. We reserve this name for
the projectable subgroup. OK, now you can follow me
as we explore the fate of symmetries in going from the
configuration-velocity space to phase space.
A.: I think we can skip this, since this Dirac-procedure
is already standard and described in textbooks. At the
very end we arrive at a extended Hamiltonian, being the
sum of the canonical Hamiltonian and arbitrary linear
combinations of the first-class constraints.
B.: Again you are going too fast. Since I know some
German: “Soviel Zeit muß sein” - to not forget the contri-
bution of Peter Bergmann and his collaborators (and also
that of L. Rosenfeld - but this is another story). But what
is more essential for our discussion: We know that be-
cause of the singular character of the GR-Lagrangian the
Legendre transformation from the configuration-velocity
space to the phase space is not invertible.
A.: Sorry to interrupt you again, but to arrive at a
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Hamiltonian even in this singular situation is exactly the
task of the Dirac-Bergmann-algorithm.
B.: The algorithm is one thing, but understanding the
input and the output of the procedure is another story.
A.: The input is the Lagrangian ...
B.: ... with its symmetries. Just wondering - accord-
ing to you which generalized diffeomorphism symmetry
survives the Legendre transformation?
A.: Is it the Bergmann-Komar-group?
B.: You are very clever! Neither the diffeomorphism
group nor the larger general field-dependent group allow
for a transition from the tangent-space to the cotangent-
space. In order to be Legendre-projectable the field-
dependent group must be restricted in a specific way,
already specified in the 1972 article by Bergmann and
Komar.
A.: Could you make this more precise?
B.: Legendre-projectability restricts the functional
form of the ǫµ(xν , g̺σ, ...) to
ǫµ(xν , g̺σ, ...) = n
µξ0 + δµa ξ
a,
where the ξµ are descriptors depending only on the
three-geometry (three-metric components and their spa-
tial derivatives) and nµ is the normal to the t = const
hypersurface, expressed by the lapse N0 = N and the
shift functions Na as
nµ = {N−1,−N−1Na}.
A.: To make things easier let us take the by now stan-
dard gauge choice N = 1 and Na = 0. We know, and
this is already text-book knowledge that “lapse and shift
should not be viewed as dynamical variables”.
B.: Careful! Through an untimely “so-called” gauge
choice you are loosing insights in the structure of the
phase-space version of gravity: If you fix the lapse and
the shift, you are no longer able to identify the “so-called”
gauge generators, nor are you able to recognize the dif-
ference between the “so-called” gauge generators and the
Hamiltonian. And yet you are also worried about the fate
of general covariance in going from the Lagrangian to the
Hamiltonian in gravitational theories. It turns out, and
this is important, that in order to see the diffeomorphism-
induced symmetry in phase space one is forced to treat
the lapse and the shift functions in the theory as genuine
fields.
A.: Okay, I accept that - however with a grain of salt,
since I learned that the lapse and the shift functions are
devoid of any physical meaning. By the way, why are you
so insistent in talking about “so-called” gauge-blah-blah?
B.: I’m doing this, because it seems that when con-
sidering canonical gravity there seem to be at least two
different understandings of what “gauge” means.
A.: Why so? One has the diffeomorhisms...
B.: Which diffeomorphisms do you have in mind
here? Automorphic mappings of manifolds, general-
ized symmetries in the sense of Bergmann and Komar,
diffeomorphism-induced transformations in phase-space,
or perhaps, following Dirac, gauge transformations at a
fixed time?
The meaning(s) of gauge transformations
A.: Okay, you got me. Seems it is time, to get deeper
into the meaning of gauge symmetries. When Dirac
wrote his book, what he had in mind briefly as follows ...
wait ... there is a nice description in Rovelli’s book [35]:
”Consider a system of evolution equations in an evolution
parameter t. The system is said to be “gauge” invariant
if evolution is under-determined, that is, if there are two
solutions that are equal for t less than a certain t0.”
B.: This is a possible presentation of the “gauge
symmetry” phenomenology, but one must proceed with
extreme care as regards the definitions. The original
diffeomorphism-symmetry maps complete solutions of
the field equations to other solutions, but if you read
carefully Dirac’s book on constrained systems, you will
see that when he discusses gauge transformations, he
refers to a fixed time, namely t0. What makes us be-
lieve that Dirac’s notion of gauge invariance is the same
as the gauge invariance considered by Bergmann, which
is the one that maps solutions of the EOM into solu-
tions? I observe that in the community there is no clear
distinction among these two notions. And thus there is
no clear distinction about what a “gauge generator” is
meant to be. This disagreement underlies the famous
dispute over whether dynamics is “frozen” in generally
covariant theories like general relativity.
A.: But we know from Dirac’s work that all first-class
constraints generate gauge transformations.
B. Regretfully Dirac’s approach to gauge transforma-
tions has caused a lot of misunderstandings. His concept
of a gauge transformation was not that of mapping so-
lutions of the EOM into new solutions. He worked at
a fixed time - the evolutionary parameter - and so his
concept was rather that of relating two sets of initial
conditions - at that given time - that respectively belong
to two gauge equivalent solutions.
A.: So, what is the difference in Dirac’s understanding
of “gauge transformation” and Bergmann’s notion?
B.: That’s easy to state: Dirac’s “gauge-
transformations”, generated by all first-class constraints
(well, if certain mathematical regularity conditions hold),
are valid for a fixed time only - which can be taken as
the time at which initial conditions are formulated. But
when one considers all possible times, which is necessary
if we want to act on a whole solution of the EOM, then
the gauge generators, as Bergmann pointed out, are spe-
cific combination of first-class constraints, with a certain
number of arbitrary functions and their time derivatives
attached to these constraints.
In fact you don’t even need to consider general co-
variance to grasp the distinction between Dirac’s and
Bergmann’s conceptions. Just take pure Maxwell theory
with gauge field Aµ. There is a primary first class con-
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straint, namely the momentum conjugate to A0, and a
secondary first class constraint, the Gauss constraint. To
generate the gauge transformation δAµ = ∂µΛ (Λ is an
arbitrary function) in phase space, you need to construct
a gauge generator made with a specific combination of
the two constraints, with coefficients Λ for the secondary
one and Λ˙ for the primary one. This is Bergmann con-
ception. Of course if you consider just a fixed time t0,
since Λ is an arbitrary function, Λ and Λ˙ become inde-
pendent functions of the spatial coordinates, and that
is why in Dirac’s view, both constraints generate gauge
transformations, but we must insist that this last pic-
ture is only valid at a fixed time! You can see with your
own eyes that neither of these constraints alone generates
transformations mapping solutions into solutions.
In the case of GR, the gauge generators are explicitly
Gξ(t) = Pµξ˙
µ + (Hµ +N
ρCνµρPν)ξ
µ.
Here the Hµ are the well-known Hamiltonian and
momentum-constraints, and the Cνµρ the structure coeffi-
cients in their PB-algebra (called Dirac-algebra by some).
The Pµ are the momenta canonically conjugate to the
lapse and shift-functions Nµ, and a spatial integration
over repeated indices is to be understood. The ξµ are
arbitrary functions of the spacetime coordinates as well
of the field components except for the lapse and shift.
A.: Again I see the lapse and the shift function in this
expression. Things would become easier for the gauge
choice N = 1, Na = 0.
B.: Yes, things would become easier for some explicit
calculations, however not for the interpretation of the
gauge generators as generating exactly what they are
supposed to generate as symmetry operators, namely for
any object φ in the theory
£ξφ = {φ,Gξ}.
Note that this Poisson bracket is an equal time bracket.
In order to construct the full gauge transformation, map-
ping solutions into solutions, one needs to consider all
times (or at least a finite interval for the time parame-
ter).
Gauge transformations versus dynamical evolution
A.: Even though it’s been hard to follow you with so
many different notions of gauge invariance, I think I’ve
finally got you: The Dirac-Hamiltonian for a generally
covariant theory is known to be
HD = N
µHµ + λ
µPµ.
(λµ are the arbitrary functions of the dynamics) Thus
the choice ξµ = Nµ leads to a gauge generator GN once
you take into account the equations of motion N˙µ =
λµ. Thus I make the strong claim that the Hamiltonian
is a specific gauge generator. And if the Hamiltonian
is a gauge generator (even in the sense of Bergmann),
how can you escape from interpreting this as leading to
“frozen-time”? There is no dynamics at all!
B.: Here is the quick and easy response. The genera-
tor δt(NµHµ + N˙
µPµ) does serve to replace solutions at
time t by the original solutions evaluated at t− δt. But
it performs this function only on one particular member
of each equivalence class of solutions, namely those for
which the lapse and shift are the chosen explicit function
Nµ. On all other members of equivalence classes the ef-
fect is to generate variations that are distinct from global
translations in time.
But let me try to convince you by looking more closely
at the geometry and the transformations we are talking
about. For this purpose I will denote the space of fields
obeying the GR field equations - one can include matter
fields as well - by S; thus points in S are specific space-
times with the fields - solutions of the EOM - described
in a particular coordinatization. Consider the field con-
tent of a point p in S. Let us focus on the data for the
fields at time t0 and let us call D these data. With a spe-
cific selection of the arbitrary functions λ, there exists a
Dirac Hamiltonian, H(t) = NµHµ + λ
µPµ, which dic-
tates, through the Poisson brackets, the time evolution
in p. Particularly, for an infinitesimal δt, this Hamilto-
nian tells what are to be the field data at the hypersur-
face labeled by t0 + δt. Let us call these new field data
D′. Now, if we do this for all times t, the result is that
of course we have remained exactly at the same point p
in S, because the dynamics as described by a given ob-
server, takes place within a given spacetime in a given
coordinatization.
A.: Is this long exposition meant to persuade me that
the Hamiltonian determines the dynamical evolution in
phase space?
B.:Well ... yes. But in addition I would like to point
out to you the the difference between a Hamiltonian and
a gauge generator. So let me go on. Consider the gauge
generator that, after an appropriate choice of the descrip-
tors, happens to coincide in its mathematical expression
with the Dirac Hamiltonian at time t0. Due to this coin-
cidence, its action will of course transform the field data
D into D′, but these data D′ are now conceived at time
t0, because the gauge transformations are equal-time ac-
tions. What happens is that we have moved from p to
another gauge equivalent spacetime p′. If we undertake
the same procedure for any time t (continuing to assume
that the descriptors at time tmatch up with the lapse and
shift at time t) we will end up having mapped the whole
spacetime p to p′. Notice that the field configurations in
p and p′ just differ in the time label, and that a passive
diffeomorphism t → t − δt will make both descriptions
identical. Obviously this fact should not be a surprise,
but should be viewed as a simple consequence of our fun-
damental understanding of spacetime gauge symmetry.
Thus the fact that the gauge generator can mimic the
Hamiltonian has nothing to do with the fact that there
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is real physical19 evolution in a given spacetime p, where
we may consider events, coincidences, causal structure,
observables, and so on. Dynamical evolution in p is not
gauge action on p.
A.: Sorry, you almost manage to confuse me, so let me
use my own language. On one side we have D and D′ as
field configurations connected by a gauge transformation.
On the other we know that, in some spacetime, the con-
figuration D′ lies in the future of D. Since by definition
a gauge transformation does not change the physics, we
deduce that the physics in D and D′ are the same. So
the future is gauge equivalent to the past and therefore
”nothing happens”. How do you address that?
B.: Let me remind you of what we discussed earlier:
that in generally covariant theories we must distinguish
two notions of gauge transformation, namely the ones we
previously called by the names of Dirac and Bergmann,
respectively. Since the symmetry-inspired (Bergmann)
notion is about mapping solutions of the equations of mo-
tion to solutions, we need to have entire field configura-
tions, not just configurations at a given time t0, as occurs
with D and D′. In saying that D and D′ are connected
by a gauge transformation you inadvertently changed the
concept of gauge transformation - from Bergmann’s to
Dirac’s - but intended to keep intact its intepretation.
That is a mistake.
A.: Just to get your point: Are you saying that the
phrase “A gauge transformation does not change the
physics” is wrong?
B.: It depends on what you mean by “the physics”
and by a “gauge transformation”. Note that D and D′
can be conceived as settings of initial conditions. The
fact that these two sets of initial conditions are related
by a gauge transformation effected at a given time t0
means that both D and D′ are good data to build, us-
ing the dynamics, the same physics. This is what we
have seen before with the spacetimes p and p′, which
are gauge equivalent. With the word “physics” here we
mean the entire spacetime, with the entire history, mod-
ulo gauge transformations. We may call this “physics”
the “entire-physics”. This is the “physics” that enters in
your sentence “a gauge transformation does not change
the physics”, because it refers to mapping solutions into
solutions. In this physics the statement is true.
A.: This being said, I assume that there is another
meaning of “physics” in which the sentence “A gauge
transformation does not change the physics” is indeed
wrong.
B.: Yes indeed. But you must take now Dirac’s gauge
transformations at a single time. As we have just seen,
D and D′ are related in this sense. It is obvious that
if D′ is a fixed-time field configuration in the future of
D (we may consider here finite time separations instead
of infinitesimal ones) in a given spacetime p, both are
19 See below for clarifications on the meaning of ”physics”.
equally good data from which one can reconstruct the
entire spacetime and so both belong to the same ”entire-
physics”. But if we prefer to stay in a more down-to-earth
perspective, regarding configurations at a given time (let
us call it “timeslice-physics”) in a given spacetime, then
of course the timeslice-physics in D and in D′ can be
very different, although the entire-physics is the same.
Perhaps in D you were not born yet and in D′ you were.
That’s a big difference, and observable, isn’t it?
Appendix B. From weakly to strongly vanishing
Poisson brackets of first class constraints.
In their monograph [30] Henneaux and Teitelboim con-
sidered in Chap.5.2 the idea of “Abelianization of Con-
straints”, an idea already present in another language in
classical monographs on differential equations, like [36].
In this respect, a particularly efficient technique is that of
Dittrich [7] and Thiemann [8], which we adopt in II B 1.
We will prove that these “Abelianized” constraints lead
to strongly vanishing first class constraints in the sense of
Dirac. In Dirac’s terminology, a function f strongly van-
ishes (denoted as f ≡ 0) in phase space if it vanishes and
in addition its differential also vanishes on the constraint
surface.
For simplicity, we shall use the language of mechanics.
Consider a d-dimensional manifold with n (n ≤ d2 ) first
class, independent and effective ( A constraint is said to
be effective it it has a non vanishing differential on the
constraint’s surface.) constraints φi. They define the sur-
face M and so they satisfy {φi, φj} = f
k
ijφk. Associated
vector fields are
Vi = {−, φi} ,
so that
[Vi, Vj ] ≈ f
k
ij Vk ,
where the symbol ≈ means that the equality is valid on
M.
Now consider n independent functions F i such that
detVi(F
j) 6= 0. Next take the functions F i,φj and d−2n
extra functions to make a change of coordinates in the
phase-space, at least in a neighborhood of M. If the
original coordinates -positions and momenta- where x,
we call the new coordinates y so that yi = F i(x), ya =
F a(x), where a = n + 1 . . . d and F a include the con-
straints φi.
Express the vector fields in the new coordinates
Vi = Vi(F
j)∂yj + Vi(F
a)∂ya .
Next define Bji = (Vi(F
j))−1 amd make independent lin-
ear combinations of the vector fields by defining V¯i =
B
j
i Vj . It turns out that
V¯i = ∂yi +D
a
i ∂ya ,
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for some coefficients Dai . Since we just made a linear
combination of the vector fields, they still satisfy a closure
property on M,
[V¯i, V¯j ] ≈ f¯
k
ij V¯k ,
but on the other hand, given the form of V¯i in the new co-
ordinates, it is clear that [V¯i, V¯j ] can not have ∂yk terms
on the right hand side and therefore we can not write V¯k
on the right hand side. We conclude that [V¯i, V¯j ] ≈ 0 (or
equivalently, f¯kij ≈ 0).
Now consider a change of basis for the constraints,
along the same lines, that is, φ¯i = B
j
i φj ., then
{−, φ¯i} = V¯i +O(φ) ,
where by O(φ) we mean vector fields that vanish on M.
We thus have
{f, {φ¯i, φ¯j}} ≈ [V¯i+O(φ), V¯j +O(φ)]f ≈ [V¯i, V¯j ]f ≈ 0 ,
for any function f , which means that
{φ¯i, φ¯j} = O(φ
2) ≡ 0 .
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